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A native of Long Islqnd, New York, Tina Hoddelmann is a communications major at Cedamille College.
'6I left New York City for Cedarville College...
For one reason. Balance. A bal-
ance between the academic and
spiritual aspects of college life. A
balance which challenges me to
grow both as a student and as a
Christian.
Being from New York City, I had
some of the best universities in the
country at my fingertips. They of-
fered academic challenge, but little
opportunity for spiritual develop-
ment. However, Cedarville was
serious about both. That's what at-
tracted me.
Everyone I talked to - friends,
people at my high school, and others
I resDect - told me Cedarville was
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of the highest academic quality.
Now that I am at the College, I've
found that's so true! Classes are
small. Faculty are within reach. And
the Word influences the contelt of
each class.
My professors care about me. To
them, I'm not a number. I'm an indi-
vidual. They don't just lecture, they
interact - by word, by example -
like friends. They challenge me to
grow, to think. Sure, they're de-
manding when it comes to class-
work. But they make certain my
spiritual life is challenged as well.
The whole atmosDhere at Cedar-
ville says to me, 'Tina, along with a
solid education you need a solid re-
lationship with God.' I hear it not
only in my classes, butalso in chapel
every day. I even hear it in my Chris-
tian service. It leads to serious talks
with my friends where we wrestle
with various topics and spiritual
issues and sharoen one another. Like
hoverbs sayi, 'Iron sharpeneth
i ron . . . . '
Balance. That's what makes
Cedarville so special. Sure, New
York City has great opportunities. I
love it. But Cedarville is giving me
the greatest opportunity: to shetch
my heart as well as my mind." /
/
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FOR SERIOUS CHRISTIANS,
THISBOOKCRIED OUT O
BE WRITTE]I
ll/e qwte from the editorial rqort thd prompted w to sdcct
this book for the Consqvaive hok Club:
"Any honesl belever will adnit tlat he has oft€n found hirnslf facing uncomfortable dif-
ficulties and tlilemmas when conllontd by the pmnouncementr of scient'sts (genuine or
pseudo) n matl€n that concem conhoversial Biblical passages involving scientifc areas.
We sezrch for explanations, but too Off€n come up with w€ak ones tlnt don't even
convince zs.
This book should help stnighten us out. Heffy Monis bdngs together thos€ k€y Biblical
insights and instrudions relat€d to all the natural scienca. [n his own words:
'When€ver ! Bibli:sl lo$oge de{h eitt€r with r brurd sciendic principh orwith some par-
licuhr itonrs ofsd€nlific rlxq it wi[ ircdtrbv be f nd on carEful sludy to be tully rcormte ir
its saiedific in$ghts. Oftcn it will b€ fflnd even to hrve rnthipltad Eci€ntific dfucoved€s.'
A large order, but I thint Monis fills it admirably in what cal only be calld a monumen-
tal volume. The main thru$ of the book is to reassure theists of the validity of the &rip
tures not only as a guide h living but as an explanation f the facls of the natural sciences,
of manlind, and of lhe wo d aJ(ltrf, $. It m0! b'ell fu the muw oI lifunting a rcader
lrom long-line doubts and give hin amnunilionlor m$mtIfions with the stofers."
$24.95 in storq -
yo, FREE
Dr. l\4onis has s€ned for 2l yean on tlle facuhis of
major univenities - including 13 yea$ ai chairman
of the Civil Engineering Department of Virginia
PoMehnic Insrilute and State University. He is fie
president 0f the Institute for Creation R€search.
So isn't tlds book heary going for the nonxcientirt?
Again, our editor:
"The book is a mass of s{ientifc exposition and
evidmces, bur so dearly \l'ridtlr alld $dl arrargd
visualy $at i hdd tlE atrention ofeven alay,rnan widr
minimd sci€l fic background lite n),s€f."
As for 0le theological position 0f Dr. Monis, our
ditor writls:
"Basiuly er"ngelical Protesta , but I thinl drre\
very |jule fial's not fully consonar vidr coNer€livr
Caio[c Eaching. As a mafter of fad. I found much of
hir tlinking ard e!tr| his style rcminisaenl of Chester-
Lon \ Otfu)A^7. yor cadd ey l4onis owrall argu-
IlKnt almodt p€rdllels OEskrton\, vifr ihe addition
oi trhnical Efercnces!"
Ailsvas q6liM tu ililttkitg Miaw wt
E'OE
z Evolution, creation and tle Bible: where the
secrlar consensrr goes vrong. Fallacies of evolu-
tioni$ ljke Huxley and Teilhard e Chardin.
,,, Apparcnt di.lcr€pancies in Sripture. @r. Monisgiva unbeliwen a full t:rarll,g, an-swe6 their
queslions - and then frres rcme pointd quo-
tions right back at them.)
,z Gr€ar pioneers in science tlho had no doubl fial
th€ Bible is fte insDird word oi Cod.
", 
"Miraclc and the laws of Nahrc."
,z Probhms with the "big bang'h€ory. Olher
modem theoria of creatjon and solar s,stem dut
don't hold up - even on scientific grounds.
,/ "Fosils and the Flood": rrp findings that
$rengthen the old argumelts for Cene6is.
One publication that would be unsparing if Dr.
Mont faild to do jusrice to the ca.se for inerrancy r
The Bihlic\l Evongeliy. So its review canies geal
\rejght:
''Monis 
... is de man to whom Biblizl Chridjanity
probably o$€ morc in a$wering til€ troidGscince of
evolution En m any olher. . . The a!€mge ftad6 wil
be arnazed dal dle Bible and sciena are so inter-
'dald."
. 516 pages .41 tables and figures .3 indexes: Scripture (over
1,000 citations), subject and proper name o EXTRA! "Global
Processes Indicating Recent Creation"
Address
How to get this important $24.95 book
How the (lub Works
Every 4 weel$ (13 tines a year) you gEt a free copy of the Club Bulletin which
ofers you the Fertured &ledion plus a good choice of Altemat€s - all of interest
to cons€rvatives. * If you want le Fearur€d $lelion, do nothing; it will come
autfinaticaly. * If you don't waflt tle Featurd Sledion, or you do vant an
Alternale, indicate your whh€s on the handy crrd enclos€d vith your Bulldin and
retum it by the d€adlne date. * The majority of Club books vill be of€rd ai
m-50ry0 discounts, phs a cha4e for shipping and handling. * A,s soon as you
buy and pay for 3 books at regular Club pricts, your membership may be eodd at
any lime, either by you or by th€ Club. * If you ever fecejve a Featurd Selection
without having had l0 days 10 decide if you vanlil, yol may retum il at Club rx-
pense for full credit. * Good s€rvic!. No comput€$! * The Club vill ofrer
regular Superbargains, mos y at ?0-Sq0 discounts plus shipping and handling.
Sup€rbargains do NOT counl toward fulfilling your Club obligation but do enable
you 10 buy fine books at giveavay prices. * Only one memb€nhip p€r houehold.
coilsERvAnvEffi*o* curB
15 Oakland Avenue . Harrison, NY 10528
Please accept my mernbership in the Club and send FREE
the $24.95 Biblical Basis for Modern Soezce by Henry M.
Monis. I agee to buy 3 additional books at regu.lar Club
pdces over the next 18 months. I also agree to the Club rules
spelled out in this coupon.
FJ.39
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"Kids get what they
want when they want
it. Perhaps that car-
ries over to sexual
Whatever happened to the twGparent
family, where the father is breadwin-
ner and the mother is homomaker?
Andre Bustanoby tells how the tamily
has changed and points out ways the
church can best meet the special
needs of "The American Familv
Todav"
The American Family Today
Andre Bustanoby
Facing a Family Crisis
Charles R Solomon
"Sibling Rivalry'-a problem dating
back to the Fall of man-is the battle
that breaks family circles. No one
needs to continue in sinful rivalry with
his brother.
Childrcn Having Children
Ann Wharton
Sibling Rivalry:
Breaking Family Circles
trom Cradle to Grave
Jay E Adams
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I WANTED ANSWERS...
AND I FAUND THEM IN
THE NEW TESTAMENT
hat is the real meaning of lite? Where will I go when ldie? Will
anylhing ever fil l lhis empliness inside me?
Soonet ot lateL everyone faces these guesflons.
For Jeff, it was sooner. Jetf was only 17 years old and full ot the hurts
and frustralions ol adolescence. He listened to triends and sought fulfil l-
ment as they did - in worldly terms. But the emptiness remained, no matter
what he tried.
Then one Sunday a cousin invited Jetf to attend church with him. As they walked in the door, Jelf was
handed a gift ol the New Testament. He didn't realize it al that exact moment, but that Book would change
everything for him.
The answers to hls guesllons were therc-in God's wotds.
Jetf wrote to the American Bible Society to tell us how the New Testament changed his life, answered his
questions-beginning on that Sunday 15 years ago. He said:
"When I went home, ljust couldn't put my New Testament down...Every time I read it, I lelt the Holy Spirit
drawing me to Jesus and my desire to read it would increase. Everything that I read in that Book seemed to
answer the many questions in my mind. I got down on my knees and asked Jesus to take care ot my
l i te  and He d id ! "
Non: You Can Help People Lihe Jeff Find the Answers Thcl Mahe Life Worth Lioing
lntroducing EXTRA.LOW.COST NEW TESTAMENTS In
Two Popular Translalions ldeal lor Evangelism and
Community Outreach Programs.
lf you believe in the power of God's Word to change lives, the
American Bible Society invites you to take advantage of this
remarkable ofter. These full-size, low-cost Scriptures are ideal for
a variety of uses: as newcomer gifts and church attendance
prizes, for youth evangelism programs, tor community distribu-
tion, outreach to hospitals, nursing homes and prisons.
Thg NgwTestament. King James VErsion. Verse.style text, section
headings, footnotes and references. Paperbound (5% x 8 in.)
K J v  O r d e .  N o . 0 2 0 7 5  . . . . . . . . . . $ . 4 0
The New Testamenl, New Inlematlonal Vgrsion. Paragraph-style
text with section headings, tootnotes and reterences. Paperbound(5% x I in.)
N lV  Order  No.02994 .  . . .  .  . . .  .  . . .$ .65
The New Tesiamenl has the answers the world is wailing lor
Sire6l Addr€ss
Credll card ordsrs must total 320.00
Melhod of Davmeni
- Check D Money order !Vlsa
American Bible Society
P.O. Box 5674
Grand Central Stat ion
New York. NY 10163
r'ay-,a f-T_ l f T l
e \ p r e s  I  I  l l l
tr Mastsroard
SiSna 'u 'e
For crodlt ced ordo6 ol $m.00 or molo uss our 2+hour toll.lree numboc 1-800-543€000, Operator 312.
Ordel No, Ouantiiy Name ol l lem Prlce Total
02075 The New Testament (KJV) $.40
02994 The  New Tes tamen t  (N lV ) $.65
17298 Scripture Resources Catalog
'Hand l i ng  Fee
Handllng Foos: SubtotalS.01.$9.99 add $.50,
$10.00.$19.99 add$j.oo. Sales Tax (CA only)
$20.00-and over add $1-95 Order Total
t1  or moro. Gift for World Outreach
Grand Tolal
Position Available
Academic Vice President
Cedarville College. an accredited Baptist col-
lege of arts and sciences, invites interested
persons to submit applications and r6sum6s
for the position ofAcademic Vice President.
The position will be available July 1, 1987.
RESPONSIBILITIES: Serve as chief
academic officer: direct and evaluate
academic activities and personnel; develop,
coordinate, and implement the cuniculum,
including integration of computer applica
tions; prepare and administer academic
budgets; direct faculty development pro-
grams; represent he college to its varied pub-
lics; provide lead€nhip for achieving thc
goals of the institution; and act as an advisor
to the President.
QUALIFICATIONS: The successful candi-
date will have an appropriate camed doctorate
and be committed to Christian higher educa
tion and possess personal and professional
qualities compatible with those of a funda
mental Christian liberal ans institution. Send
applications to:
W. David Warren
Chairman, Search Committee
Box 60l
Cedarville, OH 45314
Cedarvillc College is an equal opportunity
employer.
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Shimei's Dust
' 'Nothing surprises me anymore,"
my friend said. "l'm almost 50 years old
and I've seen it all." That was yester-
day. Today she discovered she was
wrong. And she cried.
Sometimes I wonder what God really
thinJ<s about the way we live. We use up
a Jifetime to only begin to see the damage
done by a race run amuck. Yet, He sees
it all. Strll He patiently seeks and saves.
And seeks to save again. That His heart
has not yet broken is proof enough of His
power.
Then someone with big teeth comes
on the tube to say glibly, "The history
of the human animal will show that in the
end man will save himself." If his words
were not so pathetic they would be
Iaughable. Can he possibly be looking at
the same world we live in? God dehver
us from the wanton silliness of our age.
When I was young I was filled with
curiosity about the world. As I grew
older I turned to wonder at its seductive
allure, then to dismay at its bitter
harvest. Today I can offer or y my tears
and a voice to cry against the howling
tempest. Look and live. Repent or
perish.
Shimei
He missed two points.
Truman Dollar's column is always in-
triguing and challenging. "Christiar Col-
leges Decline" was no exception.
While the points he made were cor-
rect, I feel he missed two additional
reasons Fundamentalist college enroll-
ments are down.
The independent church growth
movement of the mid-seventies has
leveled off and in some cases even de-
clined. Secondly, new colleges in Fun-
damentalist circles multiplied in the mid-
seventies to accommodate the rapid
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f here's no better time loencourage Christians togive than at Christ mas.
I l 'heir hearts are open and their spirits sensitive to God. They are not
only willing but eager to give. Whether funds are being raised for mis-
sionary projects, church needs, or some other outreach, the CHRISTMAS
MIRACLE OFFERING is a biblically-based program used by scores of
churches each year.
A COMPLETE PACKAGE OF COLORFUL MATERIAIS
ALL YOU NEED TO CONDUCT AN EFFECTIVE AND
SUCCESSFUL CHRISTMAS OFFERING IN YOUR CHURCH
Dr. Trumun DoLlar l)astor ol temple Buptist Churth itt Detroit,
Michigrn stutas: " I'hese are qualitl stewurdship malcritls . . . I
recommend them b uny puslor planning a - \
Chrislmus offuring.
Dr. Janlt Preto, I'uslor of
Anthoruge Buptisl Ttmple
in Anchoruge, Ahsltu says,t (norage, ul n ls,
"This nill be our Jiflh yeur
lo ttst lht Chrislnus Lfirutlt'
OJjering program in our church
und u'c iLan to continue using it
for setvraL yars lo utme."
r - )
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with your Host
Dr. Harold Willmington
Vice President
Liberty University
Dean of Liberty Home
Bible Institute
For Tour information send
coupon Io:
Liberty Home Bible lnstitute
Lynchburg, Virginia 24514
or Call 1-804-528-4112
Ext.2291
Please send brochure and
additional information to:
State: - Zip:
growth of independent churches. In the
case of Baptist Bible Fellowship, addi-
tional regionalized schools were added.
These factors also caused attendance to
dwindle.
furd I have trouble with Dollar's con-
signing the success of the kingdom of
God to whether or not young people go
to Christian colleges. It is the work of
the church and all laymen to promote the
kingdom of God, not just Christians who
pursue higher education at Christian
colleges.
Nelson H. Keener
Fellowship Communications
Washington, DC
Where would we be if . . .
I usually agree with Tim and Beverly
I:Haye's column, but not so with
"Should You Send Your Children to a
Christian College?"
Where would Christendom be if
every Christian young person attended
college at a Christian university? Who
would occupy the Christian's space in the
secular environment to witness to the
lost, present the Christian viewpoint,
counsel the lost, seek to win them to
Christ, befriend the lonely and lost, and
seek to change the unwholesome
environment?
Our older daughter is a graduate of
a state university. Would all the lives she
touched for Jesus Christ there have had
to wait for anotler time, another day, and
another Christiarf She often told me dur-
ing those years, "Mom, if I went to a
Christian school I would be a light among
many lights. Here at my school, I'm a
light in the darkness."
My husband and I could have insisted
our daughter go to a Christian college.
Our heavenly Father had other plals for
her.
Betty McCutchan
Atlanta, Texas
K e e p a t i t . . .
I enjoyed Bernard DeRemer's "The
Case for Total Abstinence" and wish
more people saw it that way. Keep at it.
C.A. Harvey
Pittsburgh, Pennsyhania
Clear and informative . . .
Your July/August issue was very
good. Each article was informative, clear,
and of vital interest to all Christians.
I am amazed that well-educated, ut-
formed people won't crack this magazine
because of its title.
I'm a member of the American Bap-
tist Churches and appreciate the
magazme.
Ken Johnson
Port Orchard, Washington
F r o m  N i g e r i a , . .
We wish to express our appreciation
for your magazine. We have been richly
blessed by it.
Two issues helped us on the problem
of marriage, divorce, and remarriage. Also
interesting were your many articles on
muslc.
Jacob J. Esukuile
Christ Erangelistic Mission
P.H. Nigeria
Ser ious def ic iency. . .
Tiuman Dollar's article on the Cher-
nobyl nuclear accident (uly/August)
brings to fuht a serious deficiency wittrin
Christian rants-a distinct lack of
knowledge aboul" science, its discoveries,
its technologies, and its power to both
help and harm mankind.
I concur with Tiuman Dollar when he
states tiat "a blind comrnitment to
nuclear energy" could have a delzstating
effect on mankind. A blind commitment
to arything is cleuly a violation of God's
commandment to "subdue" all things.
Only through proper education can
we learn of tJte world and its science, be-
ing created both by God and for man. It
would be a pleasant change to see Chris-
tian schools teaching science as boldly
as they teach Scripture. But if Trumal
Dollar truly wants information to help him
vote and make decisions that affect the
well-being of his family, he must make
the commitment o implement a rigorous
education in the sciences. Failure to do
so places one at tie mercy of the Liberal
press, which has misguided many of us
on issues of which we have no firsthand
knowledge. I hope we are not going to
make the same mistake again .
Robert Chasnov
Rustburg, Virginia
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Cincinnati Needs New Law or
New Judge. When I 6rst head tlnt Cin-
cinnati's Judge Thomas Crush handed
down a guilty verdict to pro-life picketers
who simply met and prayed silently in
front of Planned Parenthood's Margaret
Sanger abortuary, I knew there had been
a serious infraction of justice.
Indeed, on June 19 the judge, claim-
ing that police were urnble to handle the
pro-life picketers, ordered that anyone
could be arrested in front of the clinic for
'tarrying protest and informationa.l
signs, passing out literature, speaking
publicly, or otherwise engaging in activity
intended to inform, inlluence. and
persuade the public about matters of
public interest, including abortion."
In addition, Crush issued a com-
plicated list of restrictions, making just
about anyone, talking about anything, in
In front of Cincinnati's courthouse, defendant
l\,1ike O'Bri€n, right, and lapplaud comments
by Vice Mayor glackw€ll on the grave injustice
being rendered.
front of the Sanger clinic in violation of
the order. Furthermore, in an un-
precedented action, clinic staffers were
empowered to enforce the order by
merely flling in blank affidavits (prwided
by the court) and presenting to the police
a list of those they lanted arrested.
Cincin::ati's strong pro-life coalition
sponsored a rally and march to gile moral
support to defendants arrested for pray-
ing in front of the clinic. local pastors,
three members of the city council, in-
cluding Vice Mayor Ken Blackwell, and
I participated in the event to help rarse
awzreness of the irrational and injudicious
ruling of Judge Crush.
When we left the rally and went to
march in front of the clinic, one officerjokingly said, "My mother is praying for
you and told me to keep my hands off
you." God bless his mother. I depend on
God answering prayers like hers.
In general the march was a successfii
and peaceful protest of a bad injunction.
I urge everyone in Cincinnati to continue
working to change the law-or the judge.
There are pro-choice picketers at
many of my meetings across the country,
and frequent demonstrations in front of
our church. I rryou.ld never consider seek-
ing an injunction against them. Their
right of assembly and freedom of speech
is too precious to be so infringed.
Me, for President? People often
ask me about rqr running for President.
I tell them that I'd be out of rny element.
I'm a pastor, called to pastor a local
church.
Now, if they let me start a church in
the East Room, run buses up and down
Pennsylvania Avenue, and start a youth
camp in the Rose Garden . . . maybe I'd
consider it!
First Lady Gets Help for the
Battle. Nancy Reagan leads a charge
against drugs by urgmg kids to say,
"No." She has been at the forefront of
the crusade shce 1981, and now she has
reinforcements, with a $3 billion budget
for increased law enforcement and
educational and treatment prognms.
Liberty Federation will sponsor a nationa.l
task force and support legislation to join
in the massive lrar against drugs.
A Gentle Reminder, When this
summer's drought brought disaster to
the Southeast, we saw a rngnificent out-
pouring of generosity from the farmers
in the Midwest. Southernen recipro-
cated by sending peaches and other
goods that survived the hot, dry summer
montns.
William Holrnes McGuffey presented
a similar story in his Fr.r?[ Readzr lt's
about the rippling effect of sharing. We
are reprinting that story as a reminder
of how we can lessen one another's
burdens.
fn ft/^".'-
Dealing De?3ndenrPrc and Deathf,t
wo decades ago the "free-to-be-
me" generation scoffed at anyone
who spoke against drugs. Mari-
juana and other recreational drugs en-
trenched the eary use and acceptance of
drugs into our culture.
Today 5 million people regularly use
cocainc, and four times that many have
tried it. Before graduating from college,
a third of the students have tried cocaine.
Over 40 percent have tried marijuana.
From back alleys, to downto$'n street
corners, to elementary school grounds,
drug pushers are selling addiction and
death to arryone with the money to buy.
No family is immune from the harmful
grasp of drugs or drug-related crime.
Headlines keep reminding us of the
dangers of drugs. Professional enter-
tainen and sports players die from drug
abuse. So, what's the harm? They only
hurt themselves.
How long will we allow this philos-
ophy to prevail?
Would you knowingly send your child
off to school on a school bus driven by
a drug addict? Of course not. Yet 32 bus
drivers and attendants were recently
6red in our nation's. capital because
urinalysis detected illegal drugs in their
slstems,
Would you ride a passenger train or
fly in a plane if you thought the person
at the controls u'as on drugs? Absolutely
not. Since 1975 over 50 drug-related train
accidents-killing 37 people and injuring
80-have taken place. More than
$34 millon worth of property has been
destroyed. Air traffic controllers, even
those who have the responsibility of
handling our President's plane, have
been found to be using illega.l drugs
From back atteys,
When will we tire of seeing our
cbildren destroyed by drugs? When will
we tire of the destruction of the brightest
minds, the most talented athletes, and
the leaders of tomorrow? When will we
fnally come to realize the ficts about this
deadly empire, and rise up in anger to
put the drug czars out of business?
We need to inform and mobilize
grass-roots America against the illegal
drug industry, informing people about the
effects of drugs and encouraging young
people to say, "No!" to the local
pushen.
We need to promote legislation to
create tougher laws and punishrnent for
drug pushers and otlers who are actively
involved in the drug trade. We need to
seriously examine the rock music and
film industry, which generate millions of
dollars worth of "fue" publicity and
advedising for the drug trade. We must
demand that they take a more respon-
sible position.
We must encourage and support
legislation of mandatory drug testing for
every member of Congress and their
staffs, all appointed political leaders and
their staffs, educators, members of the
court slstem, all civil serv"ants, all
military personnel, and all others
employed by the govemment. We must
encourage industry to do the same. Most
importantlt to get the dnrg pushers off
the streets v/e must demand the arrest
and imprisonment of the kingpins b€hind
this derastating plague.
Either we speak out and take a stand
against this vicious industry or, by our
silence, we allow the drug pushers to
keep dealing dependency and death for
Drofit.
pushe|6 are selling
addiction and death
to anyone with the
money to buy.
regularly. Numerous airline pilots and the
supporting crews have confessed to
using cocaine and other illegal drugs.
Do you want your taxes to pay for
drug-related government projects?
Never. But drug enforcement projects
have cost us $1.8 billion. We have spent
an additional $230 million for dmg and
alcohol treatment and education pro-
grams. Dmgs are causing higher state
and federal taxes, higher insurance rates,
higher medical bills, and increasing
national security risks. Employees in
govemment, defense, the military, and
even tlte space program have been found
to be hooked on illegal drugs. The effects
of drug abuse on the job cost the U.S.
economy over $60 billion in 1983.
Would you want a doctor performing
life-saving surgery on you-or a loved
one-while under tle influence of drugs?
Certainly not, but the medical industry
has admitted that it too is affected by
drug problems.
schoolgrcunds, drug
to elemenhry
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The place is International Benefit Association,
where every kind o[ insurance protecrion you can
imagine is available for your church or religious
organlzatlon.
'I'hink 
of covering your major medical needs, your
property and casualty insurance, your church
mongage, your rer iremenl program. disabi l ty.
automobiles ev(n your IRA need: - with one-\lop
convenience. That's the extra benefit you get with
International Benefit Association.
The IBA Family enjoys stable, reliable insurance
companies licensed in all fifty statesl We specialize
in total, easy to understand, reasonably priced
lnsurance coverage lor rellgrous organlzattons.
So while other people may promise you the world,
we actually deliver it: a uhole world of protection
under one roof. Call or write the International
Benefit Association today at 9311 San Pedro
Avenue, Suite 700, P.O. Box16028, San Antonio.
TX 78216-9028. Phone number (512) 525-7911. Call
collecr for Paul Werr. l-, r
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The Ultimate Act of Patriotism
by Ed.ward Dobson
everal months ago R. L. Hymers,
Jr., made national headlines for
allegedly asking God to kill the
pro-abortionist Supreme Court justices.
Hymers is pastor of the Fundamentalist
Baptist Thbernacle in Los Angeles. After
reading the news stories, I assumed he
was just another fanatical advocate of
bombing abortion clinics, who wanted
God to "zap" these men. Upon rr-
vestigation, I discovered that Pastor
Hymers advocated neither. He was a
victim of distorted reporting designed to
scare the American people. What did he
pray about the justices? [€t me quote
him, and you judge for yourself.
"We pray that thou wilt act decisively
and forcefully to bring about their repen-
tance, retkement, or removal. Only as
a last resort, in the event that tley refuse
to retire or repent, we pray that thou wilt
remove them in any way thou dost see
fit."
As a footnote to the prayer, Pastor
Hymers added:
"We do not advocate violence of any
kind against any human being, including
members of the Supreme Court. We are
against he bombing of abortion clinics,
and the use of yiolence in ary form
against he Supreme Court of the United
States, or anyone else."
To this prayer and footnote I say,
'Amen." I do not think we should cry
out in anger and hatred for lightning bolts
from heaven to destroy people. However,
I think it is legitimate to ask God for a
change of leadership according to His
will. I have read extensively about
Hitler's attempt to exterminate the
Jewish people. My heart breaks as I read
the testirnonies of terror at Auschwitz.
I can tell you without resen"tion that
Worn we wash our
hands of political
rcsponsibility, we accept
the system
and its evil policies.
Cbristians in Germany should have
prayed publicly for the remolzl of Hitler
and opposed his maniacal obsession to
destroy God's people. As Christians we
have that same obligation to pray for
change and the end of the abortion
holocaust. To do less would be a denial
of who we are and what we believe.
The controversy over Hymers's
prayer raises the broader issue of how
to pray for government leaders and in
panicular for l.hose who advocale policies
in clear contradiction to our biblical alue
system. Two extreme positions must be
avoided.
We cannot withdraw from political and
socia.l involvement. When we wash our
hands of political responsibility, we do not
worry about praying for change in the
system. By default, we accept the
system and its evil policies.
Neither can we pray imprecatory
prayers dowrl upon everyone with whom
we disagree. Some years ago a minister
prayed such a prayer down upon
Alexander Haig because as secretary of
state he refused a visa for a foreign
preacher to come to the United States.
He prayed that God would "smite'' Haig
"bone and marrow" and so on. I was
embarrassed at fre prayer. Granted, he
did resign, but that is not \ivhat the
m.inister had prayed. He prayed for God
to physically harm him. Apparently his
prayer was not answered, since Haig is
still alive and well-a testimony to God's
character and not what appeared to
me to be a rather presumptuous and
druxdr  Prdycr .
How should we pray? We must
achieve the balance between respect for
those in authority (Rom. 13) and the bib-
lical right to ask God to change ungodly
leadership (Ps. 109:1-8; 1 Sam. 15).
When circumstances dictate pmying for
God to change leadership, we must be
carefirl to show our anger against sin and
its consequences, not against lle peo-
ple who advocate those sinfirl policies. As
much as is possible, we are to "live
peaceably" with others, leave vengeance
up to the Lord. and feed our enemies(Rom. 12:E-21).
l-on Fendall, former legislative assis-
tant to Senator Mark Hatfield, states,
'Although our pnyers begin in the
positive, we may in some cases need to
begin praying against he ruler, if God so
directs. This is the ultimate act of
patriotism: caring enough about tle peo-
ple whom God loves to be willing to pray
for their deliverance from one so con-
trolled by evil that submission to God is
only a remote possibility" (Christianig
Todny). Smce abortion is the murder of
unborn human beings, we must do all we
can to stop it. Praying for the repentance,
retirement, or remova.l of those Supreme
Court justices who voted in favor of abor-
tion is certainly a biblical responsibility
of everv concerned Christian! I
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Jewish Fear of Fundamentalist
Activism Exaggerated
by Rabbi Aryeh Sfiero
undamentalist Christian activism
in the political process has aroused
fears within large segments of the
Jewish community. A "committee"
dubbed "People for the American Way"
has been formed to combat not only the
activist groups but political Consenatism
in general. It has drawn much Jewish
support and is indeed spearheaded by
some Jews. This committee has vocal-
ized concerns regarding the principal
objective of Fundamentalist groups-
their promotion of a social-moral genda
deemed healthy for society, especially
regarding abortion, pornography, public
homosexual inlluence, and silent prayer-
meditation in public schools.
As a biblical Jew, however, I am not
only unafraid of the Fundamentalists'
moral agenda, but actually gratifed that
such beliefs are being promoted. For the
roots of such convictions are sponsored
by the very Chumash I study daily. The
Fundamentalist attitudes regarding
homosexuality, abortion, and por-
nogzphy emanate zol from the Gospels,
but from Genesis and kviticus. I find it
hard, therefore, to ascribe, as the com-
mittee does, a ' 'Christianizing of
America" to principles that emanate
from my own Jewish Chumash. Rev.
Jerry Falwell and otiers may semantica.lly
call it Old Testament Christianity, but I
refer to it as biblicalJudaism, for its basrs
is the Five Books of Moses, and it con-
stitutes what traditionally was called the
/zdeo-Christian ethic.
One is entitled to disagree with such
strict, orthodox acceptance of Scripture,
but there is nothing wrong if one's socia.l-
political convictions are predicated from
religious litenture. Society, through
legislation, is forced to politically address
issues of a social and moral character
Surely, an outlook born of the Bible, at
the very least a type of "literature. ' car-
ries as much credence as the other
forms of literature and readings that nur-
Retigious convictions
color the political
view of all of us.
We ditfer only in our
conclusions.
ture society's outlook. Family, schooling,
and social settings also unite to form
one's outlook. Age-old ralues of one's
family are passed traditionally from one
generation to the next, as arc the rzlues
found in prilzte education and social
setthgs such as the q'nagogue orchurch.
Are these not legitimate and entitled to
the same respect glven to other com-
petitive sources?
Much of the Liberal social and moral
agenda is motivated precisely by Libenl-
religious themes, inspired in interpreta-
tions of the very same Bible. Did not
Martin kther King invoke Exodus, as do
the Liberal "sarctuary" movements
(harboring El Sahadoran refugees)? In
truth. therefore. religious conviclions
color the political view of all of us. We
differ only in our conclusions.
The only question therefore is
whether the inclusion of religious lzlues
into the fabric of politica.l debate and life
is in itself "un-American." No-unless
it serves to elevate one institutional
religion over the other, but not if these
refuious lalues are generic. The Conser-
rative agenda, finding both Jewish and
Christian adherents, cannot be con-
strued as an adlarcement of one relislon
over another.
Moreover, many who are not moti-
rzted by religious rzlues 6nd their views
reflected within this orthodox agenda. I
know atheists who find their views enun-
ciated in the Consenztive agenda, and
opposed by the committee. As euthanasia
is viewed by many Secularists as a form
of murder, so too is feticide, abonion.
These issues and many others are not,
as the committee would have us believe,
inclusively religious, but more the tradi-
tional split between political Consei-
ratives versus political Liberals. The
committee is actually guilty of using
religion. It is exploiting an age-old fear
of religious ulterior motives, as a means
to frighten Jews from Consenztism into
their political party. As a Rabbi I am of-
fended by their exploitation of religion for
their secular political purpose.
Finally, Jews should not generally
categorize Fundamentalists as dangerous,
and draw from past misuse o[ religious
power in Europe during the Middle Ages,
when e\aluating America's Fundamen-
talist political activism. For the Euro-
peans of ancient times reveled in anti-
Semitism, rousing the masses against
Jews. The political activism of today's
Fundamentalists i not aimed against
Jews. It is merely an outline of their
domestic, political-social views. Besides,
even if one disagrees with such inter-
pretation, how can their opposition to
pornography, abortion, and homosexual
rzlues, and their belief in God the
Creator be labeled anti-Semitic, espe-
cially when it is rooted in our own
Chumash. Their characterization of their
ralues as Christian, is merely their
"heimish" rray of saying old-fashioned
Consen"tive values ralues that most
Americans, including our grandparents,
subscribed to a generation ago. Tell me.
were our grandparents' views also
dangerous?
I Rabbi Aryeh Spero is spiritual
leader of Agudas Achim Congregation.
Canton, Ohio.
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The American Fam
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Change has hit the Anterican family
and more than ever the family needs en-
couragement from the church. What is
the shape of toda1,'s fanily? How c:an the
church rneet their needs?
by Andre Bustanoby
gden Nash once said, "A
family is a unit composed
not only_of children, but of
men, women, an occa-
sional animal, and the
common cold. loday s Iam es stil l
have the occasional nimal and common
cold, but there the resemblance often
ends. In almost seven million households
with children under 18, a mother or
father is missing. By 1990 almost half of
the children in the United States are ex-
pected to be living with one parent.
But something else is happening to
alter the fabric of the American family.
Every year another 1 million children
under 18 will see a parent remarry. I[
the present trend toward divorce and
remarriage continues. by 1990 step-
families will outnumber biological
families.
Whatever happened to the
nuclear family? The two-parent family
with two children, where the father is
the breadwinner and the mother is rne
homemaker, makes up only 6 percent of
American families today. Over the past
45 years this traditional nuclear family
has been reshaped by more accepting at-
titudes toward divorce and remarriage.
and by a changrng economic limate. The
result is a decline in the traditional
nuclear family and the rise of what one
expert calls the ' 'binuclear- family' '-the
division of the nuclear lamily into two
new households. Unfortunately, the
church is experiencing the restructuring
of the family too, though at a rate lower
than the population at large.
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'Some of the new households are
headed by a parent and stepparent.
Olhers by single parents who chose not
to remarry after divorce. How are these
"binuclear families" doing?
The ready-made farnily. Though
many "ready-made," "blended," or
"stepfamilies" are doing well, the
statistics really are not encouragrng.
While frst maniages break up at the rate
o{ 50 percent, second marriages have a
failure rate 10 percent higher. The U.S.
Census Bureau reported 600,000
divorces in 1981. Those divorces in-
cluded 130,000 men and 125,000 women
who were disolving their marriages for
the second time, or more. The primary
-reasons are children and money.
The job of the stepparent is ex-
ceedingly difficult. This perbon is not
considered a,parent, because the child
already has two parehts. Yet the step-
parent carries many of the same respon-
sibilities that the natural parent would
.carry in a nuclear family-such as
discipline and care.
But the child's natural parent often
refuses to give the ste'pparent freedom
to function as a significant part of the
child's life. And even if this is per-
mitted, the child may resrst, telling the
stepparent, "You're not rny real father
[or mother]. I don't have to do what you
t ell me ro do. '
All the difficulties that a nuclear
Iamxy normaxy nas rn acnrevng paren-
tal teamwork and thecooperation of tle
children, the ready-made family has-
and then some,
Money is more of a problem in the
ready-iiade family than in the traditional
nuclear Iamily. particularly when the
parent and stepparent do not haye the
custody of the child. The non-custodial
parent, usually the father, often pays
chiJd support-a source of great irrita-
tion to the srepmother. who often has
to work outside the home to help sup-
port twtr households. This may be ag-
gravated by the visiting child/step-
child who iakes the stepparent for
granted.
Money is also a problem to the
custodial parent when child support is
not paid, which happens about 50 per-
cent of the time.,Nonpayment of support
angers the stepparent, who may have to
work outside the home to make up for
nonsupport.
Christians often find their ready-
made family complicated by a problem
that non-Christians do not have-
rejection by other Christians who believe
that either the divorce and/or remarriage
was out of God's will, and that is the
reason this family has problems in the
first place.
But outright rejection is obviously
not the answer. The church must take
a more construct ive approach in
ministering to the escalating number of
families affected by divorce. While more
churches are permitting remarried peo-
ple to become members, many still for-
bid a remarried person to serve in ceri
Jain areas. Paitors must be ready to
counsel the special problems of these
families, and they must give them more
than, "You shouldn't have remaried to
begin with. " They must be ready to pro-
vide serious, objective responses for
tackling complicated problems and draw-
ing families,closer to God.
The single-parent family. The
traditional nuclear family is being re-
placed by the single-parent family. Snce
1970, two-parent families have declined
by 4 percent, while single-parent families
have increased by 66 percent.
parent families, each with special needs.
Divorced mothers with custody usually
find financial problems the greatest.
Divorced fathers with custody discover
they need to leam more about nurtur-
ing and being care:givers. Parents
without custody often feel that the
custodial parent prejudices their relarjon-
ship with their child. In the single, never-
married families, the blood parent is
often too young and immature to cope
with the demands of parenting. In the
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same problems the divorced custodial
parent faces, but the needs vary ac-
cording to the age, sex, and financial
nnc i r inn  n f  tha  n , rpn t
This recitation of single-parent eeds
does not suggest, however, that the
single-parent family is not making it in
There are at least five kinds of sinsle- America todav. The kev difference be-
tween the single-parent families that are
inaking it and those that are rot is the
attitufu of the parenl. If the parent's at-
titude is, l 'We're going to make it just
fine," the child will settle down to the
routine of life, secure in the knowledge
that Mom or Dad believes they are
going to sun'ive. The anxious, over-
wrought parent will produce an anxious,
^ ' , - ' ' . r ^ " d h f . h i l . l
Many single parents are doing a good
job raising their children. ehurches are
case of adoption, the never-married developing ministry programs to help
parent worries about providing the child meet the needs of this special group.
with a good opposite-sex role model. Rebuilders classes, by whatever name,
The widowed parent faces many of the offer biblical hope for making the dif-
'ficulties 
of single-parenting easier
Though "biluciear" fdriilies are out-
pacing the traditional nuclear family, this
does not mean that the- traditronal .
nuclear family is a thing of the past.
,At.least half of all maringes are
survrvrng.
'The two-paycheck farnily. For
many families both the husband and wife
must work outside the home. as has
been the case for centuries. Even on the
farm prior to the industrial revolution the
wife was an important part of the family
business. Today, many.wives find they
must help support the family financially.
One reason is the cost of housing. In
1949 the average 30-year-old malq
homeowner spent l4 percent o[ his in-
come on his mortgage. By 1983 the
Iigure had risen to 44 percent. More
than 65 percent of all firgt-time home-
buyers needed two incomes to make
their mortgage payments.
Even men whose wives do not have
to work outside the home can under-
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was true in a number of cases.
- But there are other reasons why
both the husband and wife work outside
the home more than they did 20 or 30
years ago. In addition to housing costs,
tie cost of laising a child is estimated
to be elose to $90,000 by the time the
child ieaches age 18. And this.does not
include music lessons, qtmp, and similar
expenses that parents and kids take for
grarted.
Another reasog is the American
parents' sense of obligafion to provide
their children with a college education,
which gets more expensive very year.
I know of mothers who, seeing the'ir
children approaching college age, say,
"Well, I guess it's time I get a job so
we can put the kids tlrough college. "
This is most unfortunate. This rs a
time in the life of the parents when they
should be preparing for their own retiie-
ment and enjoying their relationshi. p
more, since less time is required foi the
children. But instead of'giving thb
children more rebponsibility for their
lives,. they .continue in the. role of
care-grver.
Another ieason for the two-paycheck
family is something often not
discussed-the large number of kids
from the baby-boom era who are now
grown, often with dollege degrees andjobs, but are still living at home.
- 
About 14 million 'dependent in-
dependents' ' still live with their parents ,
according to a reqent Census Bureau
report. Though the parents' share of
their financial support may be indirect
(shared housing) and not very large(utilities and food), ihe parents are still
paying some of the living expenses. for
children who are old enough and are
makingenough money to be totally selJ-
supporting. That extra expense often is
enough to keep the mother working out-
side the home.
' Interestingly, women once again are
expressing adesire to be homemakers.
Many have discovered that tlie glamour
of a career simply is not tlrere and that
being 4 homern:ker and mother can be
more meaningi:l and fulfilling than work
outside the home. Married women who
do stay in the work force today are do-
ing it less for the glamoui than for the '
money, making the two-payiheck family
the rule rather than the exception
A growing number of financial-
counseling ministries instruct families on
how to set and meet fiiancial objeitives .-
Churches can offer tailored.seminars to
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stand wly many do have io. One Chris-
tian businessman told me, "Fortunately,
my wife doesn't have to work outside
the home because I make good money,
but I can understand why many <io. I am
self-employed and one-third of my n-
come goes for federal and state taxes,
for Social Security, which has tripled
over the past five years, and for a retire-
ment plan. We just don't have any ex-
tra money floating around, and il either
of us became seriously ill, we would be
in big trouble-even though tve pay over
$1,600 a year for a hospitalization plan,
which is another expense. I have
seriously thought of getting out of
business atd going on welfare! Why
should I work so hard?"
The two-paycheck family is not
without critics. A pastor recently com-
plained that many,people in his con-
gregation are two-paycheck families
because they enjoy "the good life, ", and
they are not 'about to lower their
standard of living. I had to agree that this
e ate
called on
to care
for families
that arc
very. different
ftom
what they
once wete,
families to help them cope with one of
the m-ajor causes of divorce.
How families use time and
money. In spite of t}le pressures on the
American family today, particularly
pressure on their time and money,
families have more disposable income
than at any other time in their history
and this is measured in terms of "con-
stant 1984 dollars. " Median family n-
come in 1960 was $19,711. In 1984 it
was $26,443. Ard this is in spite of the
lact that 35 million ,{.mericans live in
poverty. This geater disposable income
does not necessarily mean tha't we are
spending a great deal more money in the
pursuit of leisure. Our favorite outdoor
activities are not expensive pursuits, and
they tend to be family oriented. In order
of popularity they are walking for
pleasure, swimming, visiting zoos (also
fairs and amusement parks). picnics,
driving for pleasure, and sight-seeing.
Our favorite indoor activity occupies
the majority of our indoor leisure time.
It is television viewing. With the pro-
liferation of videocassette recorders,
time in front of the tube is increasing.
According to the National Federation for
Decency, the average home has the
television sel.on for seven hours every
dayr The National Coalitioo on Televr-
sion Violence says that children between
the ages of 2 and 11 watch 27.3 hours
of television a week.
Church membership and participa-
tion, which fell off in the seventies, ls
making a comeback in the eighties. A
1981Callup Poll showed that 95 percent
of Americans believe in God while only
38 percent hold a literal view of the
Bible. According to that survey, 15 per-
ient of Americans read their Bibles
daily, ard 40 percent say they have been
born again, In 1985 church membership
was almost 141 million, ending a long
decline in mainline denominational
membership. Revenue is up, with the
three leading denominations being the
Southern Baptist Convention ($3.36
billion), the United Methodist Church($1.93 billion), and the Presbyterian
Church USA ($1 .24 billion) . The Presby-
terians had the highest per capila giving
($399). There is new interest in families
joining churches and becoming involved.
And churches are lecoming concerned
about ministering to the whole family
rather than specializing in children,
youth, or adult programs. Church bud-.
gets reflect a new provision for family
activities as well as family centers.
Though leisure time is increasing,
not all of it is being used for leisure.
Many Americans are opting for second
and third jobs, reducin! the amount of
time the family actually spends together.
. The American family today is not
what it once was. And the major change
over the past 45 years has been a depar-
ture from the traditional nuclear family
with-a stay-at-home mother, working
father, and two children. The extent to
which we have departed from the tradi-
tional nuclear family is rd.garded by some
as an index of social disorder. Indeed,
a biblical case may even be built to prove
the superiority of the traditional nuclear
family.
Yet we are called on to care for
families that are very different from what
tiey once were-families made up of the
common cold, an occasional nimal, and
an amalgam of adults and children who,
for whatever reason, are denied a
nuclear family and are attempting to build
new families. Mending these broken
lives was an uhknown mission field 50
years ago. Today it demards priority, as
we struggle to minister to the needs of
this growing segment of society and
make an impact on the families of the
f r rAntv - f i rc f .an t r r^ r
I Andre Bustnnoby, family theraprst,
holds an M.A. in marriage and family
therapy and a Th.M. from Dallas
. 
Theological Seminary. References for
this article are available on request.
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by Charles R. Solomon
carcely a Christian fanlly to-
has not been thrown in-
crisis by a family member
emotional problems,
marital con.flict, divorce, or
who, like Peter, has followed the Lord
' 'a far  of f . '  We know lhat ,  as bel ievers,
these things ought not so to be, yet we
fnd ourselves coming to grips with some
of the same issues with which our
friends in the world are wrestling. Are
our resources in Christ insufficient, or
have we, in effect, sold our birthright?
As we begin to analyze the situatron,
let's look at some of the predisposurg
factors in family crises.
Much has been said on the need for
communication, time spent together,
family devotions, praying together, and
a host of other ingredients necessary to
the building of a stable Christian family.
WNe I would not downplay these, many
parents are on a continuous guilt trip
because they are not able to lmplement
them in the course of family life. As with
the performing ofso many scriptural in-
junctions heard from the pulpit, the spirit
may be willing but the llesh is weak:
Years of counseling have revealed
that many, if not most, intrapersonal nd
interpersonal conflicts have their
psychological genesis in a set of feelings
and behaviors that I have dubbed the re-
jection syndrome. As we will see later,
this is not the problem, bul a categonza-
tion for a group of related symptoms.
First, I would like to define rejection as
the absence of meaningful love. Though
love may be there in abundance, it may
not be the kind nor from the person that
makes it edifying to the recipient. To
make matters worse, the rejection may
be emotionally perceived, or felt, with-
out ever being intellectua.lly understood.
This is particularly true when fie re.;ec-
tion is subtle as opposed to harsh and
undisguised. Many are victims of trau-
matic experiences that cause emotional
damage and inhibit their abilityto relate to
others in healthy ways. Though most of
us go through some of these negative ex-
periences, few have a thorough under-
standing of what it has done to us , to say
nothing of knowing how it can be resolved
through our relationship with the Lord
Jesus Christ.
Growing out of tle experience of re-
jection are emotiona.l and behaviora.l pat-
terns, symptoms t}lat lead to crises.
Common emotional problems stemrmng
from rejection are inferiority feelings , de-
pression, insecurity, a sense of inade-
quacy., frustration, anger, aIId a host of
other conflicting emotions that hardly
equip a person to be a loving, patient,
understanding adr:lt. Many dedicated be-
lievers batfle such painirl emotions, and
an adult with deeply ingrained emotional
problems would be ill-equipped to cope
with the constant demands of family
rpqnnncihilitieq
Unresolved emotiona.l problems tend
to Demetrate similar ills on others. One
oo
rTSTS
,re out
tesoutces
in Christ
insuffieient,
or have we,
in effect,
sold-our
birthfight?
who has been rejecte! will reject himseJl
in some facets of his persona.lity and pass
along that rejection to those around him,
with the family being the logica.l recipient
of the lion's share.
Lack of identity may also create a
crisis. Where do people find their mean-
ing, and why are they in bondage to
others particularly family members-
.to meet their needs or in allowing them
to thwart their happin'ess? To tlreaten
one's identity is equivalent in emotional
force to threatening one's l.ife. Cuttingoff
his source of getting meaning, however
'insignificant it might seem to an onlooker,
is tantamount o cutting off his life source.
We either live out of a fleshly identity
that has been a$signed to us by others
or built by ourselves; or we live out of
our spiritual identity, which is to live out
of the life of Christ. The fust is, at best,
attempting to live the Christian life in our
own strength while fervently asking for
God's help. However sincere, it still
means that we will be continually losing
in the incessant battle between the flesh
and the Spirit. Living out of our spiritual
identity, the LordJesus Christ, frees us
from fleshly pattems of behavior and the
bondage of enslaving emotions. We must
come to the end of ourselves and find
that our learned methods o[ meetins our
nee ds-acceptance, meaning, and
identity-no longer work.
. While there is profit in understanding
where our emotional, mental, and
behavioral programming may be rooted,
I see the problem going much deeper
than the mental and emotiona.l symptoms
and the sinful behaviors that result. In-
deed, the problem is more thar in-
dividual acts of sin and goes yet deeper
than sins, to indwelllng sm. 
.
While not dealing superficially with
sin" in the lile of the believer, we
must go beyond sins to siz and to the
flesh, which is in operation when we
yield to .its ever-present pgwer
(Rom.6:13). Many believers "keep
short accounts" and are scrupulous
to a fault in dealing with sins, but
have not yet leamed to deal with siz. At
this point we can get into perspective the
relationship between the crises and the
Cross.
continued on page 29
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Children Havingc
hristian and pregnant. Too
often that story is heard by
hot-line workers at Preg-
nancy Crisis Centers
across the country. Chris-
tians who prefer to think of teenage
pregnancies as a problem of the world
are wrong. Increasing numbers of young
Christians violate God's law against
premarital sex.
If Christian teens struggle with
abstinence, teenagers outside of Christ
have little or no basis for resisting
premarital sex.
First on the secular list of alter-
natives to self-restraint is the panacea
of sex education in the public schools.
This leaves the decision conceming sex-
ual encounters to the students, but it is
designed to equip them with knowledge,
so they can make decisions.
Next is the easy dispersa.l of con-
traceptives to girls. Yet more than
I million teenagers become pregnant
in the United States every year. Of
those, 30,000 are 15 or under.
Somehow that plan is not working.
"If the present trend continues, "
Claudia Wallis wrote in "Children Hav-
ing Children" in the December 9,
1985, issue ol TIME, "40 percent
of today s l4-year-olds will be preg-
nant at least once by the age of 20. "
Fina.lly, there is the United States
Supreme Court cure for unwanted
pregnancies-abortion. Approx-
imately 45 percent ofteenage preg-
nancies end this way.
For Christians, the problem is
more complex. Believing a set of
God-given moral standards, they
cannot suDDort wholesale sex
education classes in schools, or agree
with the panacea of birth control for
young girls, or condone the practice of
abortion. Yet Cbristian girls become
pregnant, roo.
What is she like, this girl we think
should know better? Jim Savley, former
executive director of the Liberfy God-
parent Maternity Home and Ministry,
observed some basic characteristics as
he dealt with pregnant eenage girls foom
Christian homes.
"She is 16 years old and above
average in school. Most of our girls
come from basically good homes," he
said. "She's got a legalistic, Christian
Mom and Dad. Usually she's been rmder
tight controls, but not given quantity
time from her parents.
"She's introverted, and she's got a
moderately domineering mother. Let's
say her mother is as dominant as
churches will allow good Cbrisfian
women to be. "
Then he turned to something else.
"And this little girl was Daddy's girl up
until she hit about 13. (There's a whole
school of thought here.) Daddy doesn't
know how to relate to his teenage daugh-
ter. The little girl used to jump up in his
lap and hug him ald kiss him on the
mouth, but tiat doesn't look right
an)'more.
"He's threatened by the sexua.lity of
this young girl because he is preached to
and taught about the need to avoid any
questiornble areas. That's not even talk-
ingabout his daughter. But here he is try-
ing not to even touch a woman, at work
sexual dfives.
Why should
they wait?"
"Kia,
get what
they want
when
they want it,
Perhaps
that carries
over to
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hildren
or whatever, and his daughter is turn-
ing into a woman. He doesn't know how
to handle it.
"If she doesn't understand why he's
pushing her away, she can experience
some very traumatic feelings. I don't
want to say that it is just that cut-and-
dried-that then she goes to somebody
who won't push her away. It's not that
simple, but I think this plays a part."
Whether a g1rl is a Christian or not,
she has some characteristics incommon
with the others. She usually has a prob-
lem with her self-image. Her mother
works, and her relationship with her
parents ls poor.
Some Christian girls describe their
relationships with their parents as
average. Some even describe the rela-
tionship as good. That description rs
deceptive, however, according to
Liberty University professor and child
psychologist David Miller. "Average is
negative, " he said. "lfthey thought he
relationship was good, they would say
it was excellent. "
Although Miller works primarily with
children, he has counseled older girls
who have either aborted their babies or
given them up for adoption. He sees two
common reasons for teen pregnancy.
"They're either searching for signifi-
cance (a posiLive seLf-concept) or they re
rebellious and determined to break the
rules, " he said.
In his work with older girls, Miller
has discovered that they generally are
not good students. They never feel
satisfled with their accomplishments.
"Their parents are on their backs, " he
said. He also fnds that they have an am-
bivalent home background. The home
may be only nominally Cbristian, and the
girls have seen many inconsistencres.
Miller said, "I really believe these
girls want to get pregnant, at least m a
significant percentage of the cases. The
fact that 50 percent keep their babies
supports this. "
Miller feels that for many, the baby
gives them a real feeling of accomplish-
ment. "They say to themselyes, 'This
is the only good thing I ve done.'
Savley and other authorities agree
that a certain percentage of girls,
perhaps 30 percent, at least sub-
consciously wish to be pregnant. "lt
gives them a feeling ofcontrol. Savley
stated. "They think, 'This person must
depend on me and do what I say. "' For
others, the acceptance they expect to
receive from the child makes them yeam
for a baby. They do not realize that they
will be grving rather lhan receiving.
However. other factors may play in
the girl's decision to become sexually ac-
tive. Experiencing sexual drives for the
first time in their lives, for example, rs
a strong element for both girls and boys.
"It just happened," one 15-year-old
Christian grl said. Girls often succumb
because they believe they are in love.
Sometimes they feel it is the only way
they can keep the boy interested in
them. They choose to please the boy
rather than themselves.
Whatever reasons they give, Miller
believes that they know what they
are doing. "l won't allow them to tell
me they didn't mean it, " he said.
Parents, he feels, often com
plicate lheir daughter's recoveD.
"Parents don't want her to take the
responsibility for her actions. They
would rather have it be a mistake,'
Miller contended. Therefore, it takes
her longer to admit her responsibilitS .
work lhrough her guiJl. and gel back
on her feet emotionally.
k the TIME article, Wallis
slated, "Social workers are almost
unanimous in citing the inJluence o[
the popular media-television, rock
music, videos. movies-in prope"
ling the trend toward precocious
sex.
Much oI lhis entenainmenl isavai
able to Christian teens, who are often
unsupervised in their activities. Is
lack of supervision aproblem? Savley
sees it as a primary factor for many
of the young girls who come through
the Liberly Godparent Home. "Many
of the girls became pregnant in their
own homes after school, before their
parents got home from work. "
For older girls it is not so clear-cut.
Miller believes that lack oI supervision
was nol a slrong factor for the girls he
ha: counseled. "They d find a way if
that's what they really wanted to do, "
he said.
Miller also feels that over-indulgent
Christian parents may contribute to the
problem. "Kid's are spoiled. They get
everything they want as soon as they
want it. I wonder if that doesn't carry
over to sexual drives. They've never
had to wait to have their other wants
satisfied. Why should they wait for
this? "
How much of the teen pregnancy
problem Iies in lack of knowledge? To-
day's teenagers seem to know more
than they need to, but shouldn't they
at least know how to use some sort
of protection?
Itl
I
I
t
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It's not so simple, Savley and other
experts agree. For example, the use of
contraceptives implies premeditation.
And nice girls do not plan for sex. He
summarized, "You can almost lay odds
that no Christian girl uses birth control.
The guy's not going to."
Miller added that birth control
devices "take the romance out of it. It
would show they were in control," he
added, "and then couldn't say they didn't
know it was going to happen."
If a pregnancy occun, what has been
gained? Abortion is out of the question
if they believe in the sanctity of human
l.ife, and if they believe that a baby has
life from conception. Is t-here no solution?
One of the most recent trends ls a
push for free and open communication
about sex between parents and their
children. Surely Christian parents can
teach them the subject of sex from God's
point of view. But many do not. Most ex-
perts agree that the parents, Christian
and non-Christian, must overcome their
reluctance or modesty in order to help
protect their children. According to a
September 1981 Parent magaznre artcle,
"Iben Pregnancy: What You Can do to
Prevent It," by Robert Booth, parents
who feel isolated are not alone. One
suney found that 98 percent of the
parents polled said they needed help.
Tn the article Booth suggested that.
among other things, parents should be
prepared to discuss more than the bare
facts and to "discuss values, not plumb-
ing." Certainly this is what makes the
difference between what children are
Loua
messages
ftom the media
bombard
young People
with the
statement that
prcmafital sex
is the norm,
laught at home and what they are taught
al schools. where lalues clarification pro-
gzms often leave tie matter open to slu-
dent preference.
He also stated that parents should not
wait for their children to come lo them,
but should introduce early discussion of
the subject. Other authorities also in-
dicate that the discussions hould take
place before children reach puberty
and certainly before the child becomes
sexually active. Early innocent questions
shor.rld receive honest answers based on
accurate information. Teaching a sense
of responsibility is also important , Booth
stated. Children should be taught that
sexual activity carries certain conse-
quences and that parenthood isa senous
responsibility.
Concerning the older girls Miller has
counseled, he said, "Nobody rea.lly went
through it at home. Parents get some
help or get someone who can talk to
their children about sex, whether it ls a
youth pastor or someone else."
Savley encourages parents to be open
and frank with their children. "Parents
are definitely derelict. They need to get
involved with their kids. They need to call
body parts what they are, not little crazy
names, and really talk to their kids and
deal with the issues. If we could do more
of that, we'd fare a little better."
If parents accept this responsibility of
the eighties, they can expect some
reward. Booth wrote, "Research also n-
dicates that communication about sex
between parent and child is associated
with later initiation of sexual activity and
less chance of pregnancy."
For parents who need help, numerous
books and articles are available on the
topic, from both a secular and Christian
point of view. Pastors or Christian school
personnel may have suggestions for the
timid parent. For those who still have
problems, professional counselors can
help. Parents must bear the burden of
responsibility. Once they have done all
they car, the mantle falls on the
shoulders of the younger generation.
I Ann Wharton, assistant professor
of joumalism at Liberty University,
Lynchburg, Virginia, is author of Ro4g
Thundcr, dre for release in November by
Zonderv-an. She holds an M.S. in journal-
ism from Ohio University, Athens, Ohio.
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teenagers becomes pregnant each year,
how many are indulging in pre-
marital sex? fucording to 1982 statistics
from the Alan Guttmacher Institute, the
number stands at 12 million, 7 million
males and 5 million females, although
some of them are married teens. By the
time these teens reach 19 years of age,
8 of every 10 males and 7 in 10 females
have become sexually active (Zelnik and
Kantner. 1978).
l^atest available figures indicate t]rat
the average teenager begins sexual ex-
perimentation at 16. (Dryfoos, 1982a).
Zelnik and Kantner also found that
34 percent of girls 15-19 years old
always used contraceptives in 1979,
up from 29 percent in 1976. Girls
who sometimes used contraceptives
rose from 36 to 39 percent in the
same period of time. However two-
thtds of sexually active female teens
either do not use, or only occasionally
use, conracepnves.
Studies show that if a girl becomes
sexually active before she is 15, her
chances of pregnancy in the first
six months are double what they would
be if she waited until she was 17.
At ages 18 and 19 almost one-ffth of
the girls became pregnant within
six months of the first sexual inter-
course, and nearly one-fifth of those
occurred within the first month of
their sexual activity (Baldwin, 1982).
Statisti6 6Dn / Call ,a ddr',r, tle fnal eport non rh€ Maryhnd
G@mor's TasL Fo@ o. Ten PcsrEncy. AU st{dies cited @
listed in ile bibliognghy at rhe end ol rhe repon.
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Sibling Rivalry
Breaking Family Circles from Cradle to Grave
by Jay E. Adams
ain, the fnt child bom of the
first parents, murdered his
brother, Abel. The basic
fornat was there at the be-
gjrming: an ocmsion for sin,
sin, an olfutrtuni\ for comparison, jealms
anger, rejedion of G'od's unming and fntm-
ise, hatred baning tn greatzr sin, all
resulting in traged.y. l Jrd ever since, t}le
record within the Bible, and without,
revea.ls brother hating brother, sister
jealous of sister-r alry, leading to one
sort of relat.ional calamity or another. The
problem is strll alive among unbelielers and
believen. Sociologists have a euphemism
for it-sibling ri\alry.
The matter interested biblical writers.
Psalrn 133 is devoted to it, begiming with
the words, "Behold, how good and how
pleasant i is for brethren to dwell together
in udty!" Proverbs V:V highliehts the
closeness of brotherly ties among God's
people. 'A brother is bom foradrrenity." In
Romans 12 :10 ''brotherly love' ' is held forth
as an ideal for the Christian love among
members of the hmily of God. According
to the Bible. then. brothers can be close.
Many think that rilzlry is inevitable and
that siblings will follow the pattern e"'(-
hibited by Cain and Abel regardless of what
is done to counter it. They say, in effect,
"trbll, it's just human nahre to be jealous
of one's sibling especia.lly if one is tlte
6rst and only child for any period of trme
before the birth of the second." Some use
"a need to compete" to justify sibling
rirzlry. But is such rhalry, with its
jealousies, hatreds, and evfl consequences,
really hurnan nah.re, something built into
man by God HimselP Is it in any form
ornd rnd nrnncr?
Sibling rilalry is not inevitable. It is
simply not a part of human nature. Jesus
was the frstborn in a fimiy of siblings, and
was never affected by it. Jesus was fully
human-perhaps we should say more
human t}an any of us whose humanity has
been distorLed by sin-yet He was neverjealous of other memben of His immediaie
no sbling rivalry. And He is not "ashamed"
to call Christians "brothers" (Heb.2:11).
"But I am not Jesus. He was sinless.
What hope does that give me?" Plenty.
While sibling riralry does exist, even
among believers, the Spirit is at work
restoring your human nature (Col 3:10;
Eph. 4:24). You are becoming more and
more like Christ. Sinfirl attitudes and prac-
tices associated with sibling riralry need
not continue. You can put the habits of a
lifetime behind you. lndeed, you car lay
aside pnctices that have been inyourfrmily
for generations. You do not har'e to be
jealous and angry at otler members of
lour fumily.
No Christian has to continue his sintrl
rilrlry with his brother or sister. If 1ou dq
tan are to blame. Don't say, "I couldn't
help it." One of the first fucton in begin-
ning to deal successfully with the problem
is to admit that it is sin and that lou arc
responsible for it. Do not call it a "need."
All hope fies rn seeng sibling nzlry as sin.
die to free us not only from the penalty of
sin but also from its power. That is why it
is possible to overcome ttre problem of
sibling rizJry.
When God speaks of living in "new-
ness of life" and insists that sin must not
be your lord and master, He surely m-
cludes all the sinfnl tendencies connected
with sibling rirzlry. If you are caught up
in the problem, there is hope for you.
Whether God (righte ously) provides
the occasion for the manifestation of the
sinful patterns of the heart (in Cain's
case, the occasion of worship), or man
sinfully does so (through preferential
treatment, as in Joseph's case), the
dynamics of sibling rivalry are alwEs the
same: occasion, sin and disapproval, op-
portunity for comparison, jealous anger,
refusal to heed warning and promise, and
hatred leading to greate! more tragic srn.
Cain's sacrifice was not accepted
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because, unlike Abel, he brought a per-
functory offering, expressing his lack of
faith. Abel, in faith, gave God the best
he had. It was the men who were ac-
cepted or rejected-not merely their
sacrifices-because of the difference of
thet hearts. And they knew it. The dif-
ference intheir sacrifices was butthe indi-
cation of the difference in the men. So,
fiIst, some occasion arises that provides
opportunity for the heart to respond.
The uffegenerate heart will respond
wrongly. The regenerate heart has the
potential for responding righfly (even
when it does not). That is the fiIst (and
last) place where change must take
place.
By "last' ' I mean that change in your
basic orientation to$ard others is the
ultirnate and basic goal. Having the right
attitude and doing the right things wi[
keep you from sin. Acquidng the right at-
titude is the ultimate objective. The one
thing that will make the difference in your
life as a Christian is learning to love your
sibling as yourself. Expend all effort
toward that goal: it is the preventive fac-
tor. When genuine, growing love for a
brother or sister is present, there can be
no sinful rivalry. Jealousy is impossible
because when you truly love, you will
reach out, put siblings before yoursell,
and be more deeply concerned
for their welfare than for your own. You
will rejoice when something good hap-
No Christian
has to
continue his
sinful rivalry
with his brother
ot sister,
If you do,
you arc
to blame,
pens to a sibling. Philippians 2:3-5
explains how such love changes
everything. ' '[€t each esteem other bet-
ter than themselves."
You must seek such a love for your
brothers and sisters that regardless of
what they do or say, or what is done for
them, you genuinely rejoice in any good
that comes their way.
But what can you do until you reach
that point?
Because the situation may be ag-
gaated by favoritism, you can request
that others stop making comparisons
between you and your siblings. (Some-
one should have talked this way to
Jacob.) Of course you cannot prevent
others from making unfavorable com-
parisons between you and your brothers
and sisters. Life is full of this, and you
must learn to handle it God's way. But
if you are the fortunate one in a com-
parison situation, talk to your parents or
others about that. If you, the favored
one, take the initiative in this matter,
being sensitive to how others are
affected by it, rather than basking in
favor, you could probably do much to
quell favoritism that may be due to
thoughflessness rather than to malice.
In any case, you can refuse to allow
jealous anger to grow into murderous
hatred. Remember, murderous hatred in
the heart is as bad before God as if you
actually killed your brother or sister (1
John 3:15). The biting, stinging words and
nasty, retaliatory actions that disrupt the
peace of any family can be as bitter and
de stating as an actual murder. Accor-
ding to Galatians 5:14-15, Iove for one's
neighbor is the antidote for "biting and
devouring" one another.
But how do you love anotier when
you feel the emotions of jealousy and
anger creeping over you? Nol by lrying
to change your feelings d.irectly, but you
may do two things to counter those feel-
ings indirectly. First, you may heed the
words of God rather than act as Cain.
God warned Cain about sin crouching at
his door like a wild animal ready to
pounce on him. In effect, that warning
said, "lf you don't repent, and do what
is right, your bad attitude will lead you
into greater sin and misery. But, if you
do repent of your sin aad of your wrong
attitudes, and do what is right, lour feel-
ings will change for the better."
Secondly, you can love your sibling
in spite of everything. God commands
you even to "love your enemy." How
do you love ar enemy? Not by trying to
whomp up warm. benevolent feelings
toward him. You cannot change feelings
that way. lrve does not begin with feel-
ing. There is a feeling that grows out of
the firstfruits of love, but that is not the
place to begin. The Bible does not say
that "God so loved the world" that He
got all emotional over it. When husbands
are commanded to love their wives, they
are not told to have different feelings
toward them. Nor does tie Holy Spirit
direcl you to have different feelings
to\ryard your enemy, In every case, B?t)-
izg is indicated-not a change of feeling.
"God so loved. lhat he gare."
"Husbands, love your wives, even as
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Christ also loved the church, and gaae
himself or it." "If thine enemy hunger,
feed him; if he thirst, giue b:m dink."
L.ove begins with giving.
That meals you must give more to
the one who is already favored. When
you do-not as a gimmick, but in order
to please God-whether you feel like it
or not, genuinely and regularly, you will
feel the anger subside and a more
benevolent feeling take its place.
But proper giving takes thought and
must be well-directed. You must
discover a true need and meet it. If you
tend to be jealous because your sister
has a new dress for the party and you
do not, think of the necklace you have
that would be perfect to set it off, and
let her wear it. If your brother has an
opportunity to go overseas and you do
not, buy him the new kit he needs for
his toilet articles.
This principle holds even when you
or he has been wrong, as in the case of
Cain or Abel. If you lied to your parents
when your brother told the truth, ard
lhis gol you in trouble ar:d led lo praise
for him, you may tend to think of him
as a stool pigeon. Do not get angry with
him "because your deeds were evil."
Don't say,
"I couldn't help it."
All hope lies
in seeing
sibling rivalry
as sln.
Admit that you brought this on yourself.
Recognize your sin. Confess it and seek
forgiveness. Right any wrongs you may
have done to others, and then think of
some way to giue of your money,
possessions, time, thought, energy, or
whatever, to the one you have offended.
Then you will divert the crisis of
growing hatred and tragedy.
"OK," you say, "that's fine for the
future, but what about he past? I've got
a history of bad relationships with my
siblings. Things are already pretty sour.
What do I do to rectify that?"
Begrn at the same place. Repent of
those past sins before God, asking His
forgiveness. Then go to each one you
have offended, telling him you have
sought and received God's forgiveness
for your past sin. You might mention
some examples. Then askyour siblingfor
forgiveness. Do this with each one, and
ask for help in overcomingyour problem.
Be sure, however, that you do not
"apologSze." There is nothing whatever
in the Bible about apologizing. In Scnp-
ture, one confesses his siz and seeks
fotgiueness. Apologizing is the world's in-
adequate substitute for forgiveness.
When you say, "l m sorry" (apologiz-
ing) you are merely expressing how you
feel. In the end you are still left holding
the ball. When you confess your sin, as
sin, and ask another for forgivcness, you
toss the ball to him. Now he may set the
matter to rest by saying, "l forgive you."
That is a promise not to remember your
sin against you anymore. That means he
has promised not to bring it up to you,.
to others, or to hirnself. Only in that way
is the matter finally dealt with. You can
ask forgiveness, and it can be granted
whether the two of you feel like it or not.
Having received forgiveness, at once
begin building a new relationship of love
with your brother by giving of yourseJ{
to him. Cive. give, and continue to give.
Invest yourself heavily in the other per-
son in days to come, ard you will soon
find that "where your treasure is, there
will your heart be also."
Perhaps you are thinking, "You've
treated this matter like you would treat
any other relational problem between sin-
ners. You haven't made anything special
over sibling rirzlry the way some do."
Right. Basically, there is no difference.
To deal with it otherwise only confuses
nther than helps. hdeed, it tends to lead
to excuses for continuing rivalry rather
fh"-  ^-- . .^  - i .  -  i r
Sibling ril'alry can be overcome.
Because it is sin, it car be dealt with just
as any other sin is. If and when it does
occur, God expects you to replace it
with harmony that is like the precrous
oil that ran down Aaron's beard.
I Jay E. Adarns is founder of the
Christian Counseling and Educational
Foundation, laverock, Pennsyhznia, and
is dean of its Institute of Pastora.l Studies.
He is also director of adlanced studies
at Westminster Theological Seminary
Escondido, California. He holds a Ph.D.
from the University of Missouri. For
more on forgiveness, see his book Moze
Than Redemftton.
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Crisis continued from page 21
When a crisis arises we seek a
palliative for the pain rather than an ex-
traction of the cause. Only after trying
various remedies-sometimes criptural
and sometimes worldly-will we be open
in the truest sense to God's answer m
crises, the Cross. When I speak of the
Cross in this sense, I am not referring to
the death of the Lord Jesus for us but,
rather, of our participation in His death
and Resurrection as succinctly stated in
Romans 6:6 and Galatians 2:20. God al-
lows crises in our lives to erhaust uur in-
ventory of means to meet our own
needs, so we will mn to the Cross.
While there is much excellent mate-
rizrl written regarding means for strength,
ening the lamily. little of it emphasizes
the truth that weakness is a necessary
precondition for the strength or life of
the Lord Jesus to be made manifest-
whether in the lile of an individual or,
corporately, in the family or church.
"And he said unto me, My grace is suf-
ficient for thee: for my strength is made
perfect in weakness. Most gladly there-
fore will I rather glory in my infirmities,
that the power of Christ may rest upon
me" (2 Cor .  12:9) .
This, certainly, is not to deprecate
what godly men and women have writ-
ten on the importance of the home and
right relationships. However, to make
the maximum use u[ it. the proper [oun-
dation must be laid: "For other founda
tion can no man lay than that is laid,
which is Jesus Christ" (1 Cor. 3:11).
This foundation presupposes that the
Lord Jesus is known as Saviour and
Lord, but it goes even further and sug-
gests that our life-not just our eternal
destiny-is to be built and lived on and
out of this Foundation.
When problems or crises in the life
and family are viewed from this perspec-
tive, we can say with the psalrnist, "lt is
good for me that I have been afllicted;
that I might learn thy statutes"(Ps. li9:71). When we are faced with
such crises, the overarching question is
not merely how to solve the particular
crisis, but how will we as individuar oe-
lievers or as families answer the
question-in crisis or in Christ?
On what do you base youracceptance
and identity? How much is centered on
people, possessions, power. successes,
and failures-past and present? As you
think of past hurts or present ac-
complishments, how much can be attrib-
uted toJesus and only to Him? Does the
present crisis or concern in your life
cause you to give thanks for your weak-
ness, that you might find Him as your all
in all? Or, are you doing all thatyou canto
keep from comhg to the end of yourself?
When our identity, acceptance, or
meaning is based in anything or anyone
other than the Lord Jesus Christ, it is
always subject o change without notice!
Each crisis we face can bring us closer
to the Cross in our experience or serve
to further entrench us in self-effort,
which will have the net result ofstrength-
ening the flesh for its inevitable conflict
with the Spirit. We must learn to profit
by the low times rather than plotting and
pJanning how we can avert our collision
course with t.hr Crossi Tl is not anoption.
but a command, that we reckon or ac-
count ourselves "to be dead indeed unto
sin, but alive unto God through Jesus
Christ our Lord" (Rom. 6:11).
Many families have fallen apart while
assiduously applying sanctified self-eflort
to life and ministry. Problem times can
cause us to blame ourselves and each
other. But when viewed from the per-
spective of the Cross, they can be bless-
ings allowed (rr engineered) by God rn
getting our undivided attention for a pro-
longed period of time. The "all things"
of Romans 8:28 are intended to work to-
getherfor good, trough some may nol be
good in themselves. The good to be ac-
complished by the sovereign working of
the Holy Spirit is that we might "be
conformed to the image of his Son"( R o m . 8 : 2 9 ) .
It behooves us to make the most of
crises. God uses crises to crowd us to
the Cross. Though the Holy Spirit may
work in our lives on a gradual basis, the
end result will be the life of the Lord
Jesus "made manifest in our monal
flesh" (2 Cor. 4:11). Lives and families
transformed in this manner are examples
of oneness with Him and give testimony
to the truth as expressed in Romans
l2:2: " And be not conformed to this
world: but be ye transformed by the
renewingofyour mind, that ye mayprove
what is that good, and acceptable, and
perfect. wilJ of God. '
I Charles R. Solomon is founder of
Grace Fellowship International and
author of several books. He holds an
Ed.D. from the University of Northern
Colorado, Creelev.
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"Enclosed ls a Picturc
of Our Church..."
by Willian l. Allen
ooner or later, your church will
look for a pastor, or an addition
to your pastoral staff. Interested
prospects $"nt to know what kind of
church you are. What will you tell them?
More importantly, what kind of church
are you? Do you really know what you
look like as a church?
No church can be adequately or ac-
cuately described by a picture, by an an-
nual report, or even by a constitution and
doctrinal statement. Like an individual.
a church is a blending of many subtle,
sometimes confusing, even contradictory
features. Churches, like people, are
highly complex, with unique per-
sona.lities. Every church has principles,
preferences, prejudices, priorities, and
peculiarities. Knowing the differences
and undertanding our own characteris-
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tics within these categories can help us
become more healthy and biblical.
What are our principles? Our
preferences? What about our prejudices?
Our priorities? Our peculiarities? What
can we say about our pluses? Our prob-
lems? Our answers help determine tle
type of pastor we need at this stage in
the life of tle flock.
Every church has certain principles
that are vital to it. These should be
biblica.l and theological reflections and
distinctives. What are the principles by
which we live? We should insist only on
principles that are truly biblical and theo-
logically consistent. This is a good time
to reo<amine them.
A popular stalement, "Doctrine
divides: love harmonizes." denotes our
dislike of doctrine. The problem with
such a statement is that to hold that we
do not want to teach or hold doctrmes
is itseH a doctrine. The church carmot
exist apad from doctrine. The Christian
Iife so forcefully and beautifi:lly descnibed
in Ephesians chapters 4-6, for example,
is prefaced on the doctrines of chapters
l-3. And, in hct, tie very statements and
directives of chapters 4-6 are doctrinal.
The only real questions to ask regarding
doctrines are; What doctrines are vital
to us? What doctrines are compatible
with our thinking, even though we do not
hold them?
A good way to identify our vital doc-
trines is to ask tle question, "fue we
willing to give up this doctrine?" For n-
stance, can a Baptist abandon the doc-
trine of believers' baptism, for the sake
of harmony with a non-Baptist?
Another way to clarify our doctrinal
stance is to ask which doctrines we will
or will not teach our children in Sunday
school. \ry'e may believe frnly in the doc-
trine of eterna.l security. fue we willing
then to permit a contrary teaching to be
given our children?
Clearly, we should be sute we do not
endanger the teaching of any of our vital
doctrines. We should search for a pastor
whose doctrinal positions are clearly and
thorougtrly in harmony with ours. We
need to know what those positions are,
so we will be able to check prospects as
to their doctrinal stands, ard avoid paln-
ful problems in the future.
We need to identiiy our preferences
as well. We may have confused them with
principles. A principle is vital and biblical.
A preference is a fondly held custom not
necessarily required by Scripture. It will
be in harmony with Scriphre, though not
demanded by Scripture.
Suppose we are accustomed to
holding a Communion service on the 6rst
Thursday of each month. That is our
prerogative. It is a preference, not a prin-
ciple. A prospect should be made aware
of this preference. He may never have
even heard of such a thing. It is possible
he would not agree to it. But if we do
not realize this is our particular
preference, both parties may be in for a
huge surprise one day. (Romans 14 gives
good insights and guidelines for dealing
with preferences.)
Closely allied to this is t}re matter of
our prejudices. A prejudice is
something we just want to practice.
Period. \4b want to have a Christmas tree
in our sanctuary each year. Or, we will
not tolerate Christmas trees in church.(Some churches may see this as a prin-
ciple.) Regardless of the merit of our prej-
udices, we need to recognize and iden-
tify them. We need to tell a serious can-
didate about them. Perhaps we should
consider abandoning some o{ them. The
entry of a new pastor might be a good
time to clean house. Do not saddle him
with the onus. Do it before he comes.
What are our priorities? What are
our emphases? fue foreign missrons
higher than local or national missions, or
vice versa? Which of our existing pro-
grams are sacrosanct, nonnegotiable? Do
we want "preaching" or ''teaching" on
Sunday morning? Does the Sunday
school take priority over the ladies group,
or over Vacation Bible School? Thinking
about the relative importance of our prac-
tices and programs will help us to really
know ourselves and to present ourselves
honestly to a prospect.
Every church has its peculiarities,
some that may even defy rationality. We
can cheeri:lly admit that, but we still love
and practice them. We rvill not have a
choir without robes. We will not have a
choir with robes. We punctuate the
pastor's message with vigorous
'Amens." We would not dream of inter-
rupting the service with an 'Amen."
Why? "We've always done it this way,
and we want to do it this way." And the
new pastor had better understand that
if he is going to fit in.
Wlry is it really so important to con-
sider all thesd things? We may find, to
our shock and dismay, that others are
neither hmiliar with nor in harmony with
our cherished preferences, prejudices,
and peculiarities. Not all pastors
necessarily hold our principles or
priorities. If we do not undersbld ours
and communicate tlem, the new pastor
may abandon or violate them unvittingly
and stir up a homets' nest. We need to
provide an early opportunity for real give-
and-take discussion on these matterc, to
be sure of compatibility between our
church and the prospective pastor.
Sometimes, search committees
assume that all persons from a certain
background or school are in agreement
doctrinally with that school or
background. This is not necessarily so.
We may be in for an unpleasant surprise
if we make such assumptions. Do not
assume. Ask. A pastor may even agree
not to preach on certain doctrinal issues,
but if he holds them strongly tley are
bound to emerge somewhere in his
ministry.
Perhaps a word of caution is in order
now, Many churches seek a nan who
meshes precisely with their principles,
preferences, prejudices, priorities, and
peculiarities. We should expect agree-
ment on principles and gentle considera-
tion on other matters. But we will miss
a blessing and may hinder God's work
if we are not willing to learn from our
pastor. Trying to pour a pastor into our
precise mold may quench the spirit of a
good man, and may hinder the work of
the Holy Spirit. A good pastor will help
us learn more about and grow in God's
Word. We should let him do his iob.
and biblical.
A preference
is a fondly
held custom.
A principte is vitat
In ana.lyzing our church, we need to
consider our pluses and our problems.
In this way, we can help the prospect in
his thinking. He may not realize that our
church is a "prize" unless we point that
out to him. Seriously, it is only fair to
know and communicate the adlzntages
and disadlantages honestly. Do not
assume it will all work out.
First, the pluses. Why should any
pastor delight in living and working
among us? Is there a great library in the
community? Is the parsonage a gem? Is
this a growing church and community?
Are the saints well-taught, mature Chris-
tians? Do we have a strong core ol ex-
cited new believers? Are we mission-
minded? Do we have a wonderful board?
I€t's tell him.
But we carmot forget the negatives.
Does the parsonage need some TLC? If
it is barely adequate, let's admit it, and
do what rve c€n to a.lleviate the problems.
Are we desperately short of Sunday
school rooms? Was there a serious prob-
lem with the last pastor? Has there been
a nasty split tiat is still smoldering? Are
there serious moral or financial prob-
lems? A good pastor can cope with prob-
lems if he knorm them and has the sup-
port and honest help of the congregatron.
To pretend all is well is un-Christian and
foolish. He should be informed before he
comes.
Our soul-searching may encourage us
to male changes and improvements
before the new pastor arrives. Hopefully,
we will be open to the exciting pos-
sibilities the [.ord cal provide with a new
pastor and a new start. We should be
open to constructive, biblical change. We
can look forward to stretching and grow-
ing spiritually with God's new gift, our
pastor.
Perhaps the lnrd wants to use this
man to bring us out of a comfortable
stagnation. Churches tend to be like rn-
dividuals. They say, "Help me to mature
and live a vibrant Christian life, but do
it without changing antthing." II we are
in tlis all-too-typical rut, God will un-
doubtedly walt to send us a pastor who
will seek to lift us out of that rut and put
us back on the highway to the kingdom.
We will not hinder His plan if we consider
prayerfirlly our principles, preferences.
prejudices, priorities, and peculiarities.
I William J. Allen is president of
BRIDGE Associates. Bristol. Connec-
ticut, an organization to help bridge the
gap for churches seeking pastors. He
holds a Th.M. from Dallas Theological
Seminary, Dallas, fbxas.
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Kendra Cook
She's Got the Song and Sings lt Sweet and Strong
lessons ended up as pnise
by Angela Elwell Hunt
undreds of visiting teenagers
spilled out of the auditorium of
Southern Illinois University,
where they had been rehearsing the
premier of the new youth m:usical, Tbll
It Lihe It Is. Youth choirs from many
Illinois churches had traveled for hours
to sing in the specia.l production, but after
hours of rehearsal, most were glad when
the director called for a break.
"lf you're interested in a solo part,
stay behind," the director called as the
young people departed.
One girl nudged her friend. "You
ought to stay and try out."
"No way," she replied. "I just
couldn't do it."
Only a few brave high school students
were still in the auditorium when the shyjunior high girl tiptoed back into the re-
hearsal. Everyone from her church was
gone. What did it matter if she gave it
a try?
She slipped into one of the hard fold-
ing chairs and waited quietly as other,
older teenagers auditioned. The director
made a few notes as they sang, nodded
occasionally, and looked at his watch
frequently.
t t 
Mort of my voice
sessrbns to the Lord,
and I was encouft,ged
about what God could
use me to do."
Everyone had a turn, but the direc-
tor turned around and saw the young girl
sitting quietly. "Honey, are you here to
try out for a solo?"
"Yes."
"Well, come on." He sighed and
checked the time again.
As the girl began to sing "Cotton
Candy Clouds," the director glanced up
at his wife, who was playing the piano.
His eyebrows went up, but he allowed the
girl to finish the song without interrup-
tion. "Honey," he asked, "how old are
you?"
"Twelve."
"Try the end of the song again and
try to add the high note."
The girl sang it again, and the high
note sailed into place.
"You've got the song."
Kendra Cook has had the song ever
since. After that flrst audition, she con-
tinued to sing in church choirs, although
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she was not saved until she attended an
evangelistic rusade at age 17. "I rebelled
in junior fuh and rvent through a lot of
things during that period. So when I was
saved as a junior in high school, I had to
go back and change the image of what
Kendra Cook had been. It was a lonely
year without much support from my
peers. After gaduation I heard about
Liberty Baptist College from television.
On the advice of Jerry Wayne Bernard,
a traveling errangelist, I decided to go
to LBC."
During her first year at Libert, Ken-
dn sang with a group from the music
department, but was soon invited to join
the LBC Chorale, featured weekly on the
Old:Time Gospel Hour. She also found
herself traveling hundreds of miles with
Jerry Fa.lwell's "I lnve America" pro-
gzm, and she was able to spend several
weeks visiting Korea, Hong Kong,
Australia, Israel, ?iwan, Japan, and
South Africa .
All these opportunities came to a
girl who had never had a voice lesson
before college. Her natural voice was
an immeasurable b.lent that equa.led
the ability of many singers who had
been training for years. Her voice rs
high, clear, strong, and sweet-a finely
tuned instrument for the gospel
message.
After graduation from college Kendn
moved to Dallas, where she worked in
word processing while studying voice
under Barbara kw, the soloist for W.A.
Criswell at the First Baptist Church of
Dallas. For the first time she was settled
enough to devote herself fully to study-
ing voice. Kendra says that during this
time "singing began to be a real need and
responsibility to me. From the en-
couragement of my voice teacher, I
realized that God had grven me a voice
for a reason."
When her training was nearly com-
plete, Kendra llas invited to join the
musical stz.ff of the Old:Time Gospel
Hour. Kendra was eager to do what she
could to complement that ministry, and
she now sings on the program at least
two times each month. The remainder
of her time is spent traveling to churches
IOr COnCenS.
Why does Kendra prefer the difficult
and unpredictable life of a gospel singer
to a stable nine-to-five job? "l guess the
music became a real driving force after
I worked a secular job. I'm going to be
happy doing whatever God wants me to
do, wherever He wants me to do it.
"My ultimate goal is just to be where
God wants me to be and to try to be sen-
sitive enough to rea.lize which doors are
open and which are closed. Sure, it
would be wonderful to be where Sandi
Patti is now, but I know that if God wants
me to reach a certain point or a certain
Ievel in my talent, He'll open the doors.
I'm just going to keep plugging awzy. But
success isn't my ultimate goal. I'm
going to keep singing and trying to sing
well."
Many people have influenced Kendra
in her faith; her parents established a
warm Christian home that has supported
Kendra in her endeavors. But apart from
her home, Kendra feels that the most in-
fluential person in her life was a youth
pastor who guided her in college-
Gordon hff. "He really helped me get
over a lot of insecurities and problems
I had with self-rvorth. I didn't think very
highly of myself at all, and if anybody
helped me to gain confidence and accept
myself as God made me, it was Gordon."
The person who challenged Kendra
the most was Barbara Law, her vorce
teacher. "l've had some wonderfri voice
teachers, but I wasn't really ready to
learn until I met Barbara. She caused me
to work hard, to pull the music out of me,
and the Lord gave me a desire to really
develop what I had. Barbara not only
gave me constructive criticism, but she
encouraged me by telling me what I *as
doing right as well. Most of my voice
lessons ended up as praise sessions to
the brd, and I was encouraged about
what God could use me to do."
Kendra advises voice training for any
aspiring singer. "lf you learn how to sing
the classics, you can sing anything. Cet-
ting a good voice coach is helpful, if only
for learning how to protect your voice.
I want to be able to sing at 55 as well as
I'm singing now. Voice training helped me
to learn how to do that."
Kendra's first album, simply titted
Kendra, was arranged and orchestrated
by Don Marsh and features seven new
songs. She plans to release a new a.lbum
of old hymns soon. "It will feature the
songs I like to sing--lHow Great Thou
Art,' 'Overshadowed.' and so forth."
Kendra is excited about her new
home in Lynchburg. "l feel honored to
be a part of what Dr. Falwell is doing."
She is also excited about he prospect of
ministering in churches throughout the
counry,
Churches interested in havng Ken-
dra for a concert should contact her at
P. O. Box 10862, Lynchburg, Virginia
24506 or call 804-525-5443. I
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Colled To
TheMinistry
Study Off,Campus and
Earn A Degree!
. Bethany allows you to remain in your
present ministry while earning your
degree.
. Bethany offers quality education, is
fundarnental and Baptist in doctrine.
o One mav earn eirher the ASSOCIATE.
BACHEIOR, MASTER or DOCTOMIE
degree rhrough rhe Off-Campus
Program.
. tusident classes are available at the
Dothan Campus-tuition at a minimum.
. Credit is given for previous college
work and life experience.
wrlte or Call for Free lnformalion
BETHANY THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY AND BIBLE COLLEGE
PO. Box 1944
Dothan, Alabeme 36302(205) 793-3189
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What Ever
Happened to
the Invitation?
by Billy Walker
One Easter Sunday my
80-year-old pastor gave the
sermon and an invitation to
come forward and receive
Christ. I camel Fifteen years
later I was speaking at a
great Bible conference. On
the first night, I gave a
salvation invitation. Severa.l
came to be saved. The next
morning the Bible teacher
spoke for 30 minutes, pre-
senting the invitation as
frothy and foolish. I was
brokenhearted. Who was I
to argue with the president
of a Cbristian college? How
could I debate a man so
many years my senior?
Could my simple bachelor's
degree stand up against
nearly an alphabet of
degrees? Later that day I
visited Amy Stockton,
beloved missionary to the
Americar' heathen. She en-
couraged me to keep on
giving invitations. "Why,"
she said, "l can remember
when that man gave invita-
tions himself . Maybe he
tired of an empty altar or
was embarrassed by a lack
of decisions, but," she
pleaded, "Billy, don't
quit. "
Yet across the land so
many have. Churches
where once many walked
the aisles to be saved now
close with no such oppor-
tunity. Once upon a time
our churches had prolonged
evangelistic rusades. .
now our church calendars
are too cluttered, our
schedules too hectic, our
priorities too confused for
such things.
John R. Rice said in
Why Our Churches Do Not
Win Souls, "Every line
should have a hook to catch
a fish. Preachers should be
fishers of men. Every ser-
mon should have a definite
aim and should be followed
by an urgent demand for
action."
Too many Christian
schools are filling our pulpits
with psychologists instead
of preachers, with counsel
instead of challenge, with
introspection instead of
invitation.
In his book Etangelistic
Work, A. T . Pierson tells
us, "A careful study of the
preachers who have wielded
most spiritual power will
show they are always seek-
ing af ter  souls . . . .When
the aim of every sermon is
to glorify God in saving and
sanctifying souls, and toward
that end every thought and
word and gesture converge,
we shall see results of
which even Pentecost was but
a prophecy and foretaste. ' '
Someone complained to
D. L. Moody about his
methods in reaching sinners
for the Saviour. He admit-
ted that they could be bet-
ter and asked his critic what
method he used to get peo-
ple saved. When there was
no answer Moody responded,
"I like my method better
than yours. "
The invitation is certainly
not new. Faris Whitesell
reminds us n 65 Ways to
Ciue an Eoangelistic Inrita-
t bz that "Modern evangelis-
tic invitations are of com-
paratively recent origin.
But the spirit and principle
of the evangelistic invitation
is as old as the Bible itself. "
Moses gave an invitation
(Exod. 32:26), Joshua too
0osh. 24:15). King Josiah
as well as Ezra and Nehemiah
gave invitations. Jesus gave
many invitations (Matt.
4:19, 9:9, 11:28-30; Luke
14:23; 19:5).
John R. Rice offered
some direction for the in-
vitation in How to Hat)e a
Retbal. Be honest. Get
definite resr:lts by a defnite
invitation. Keep control of
the audience and press the
invitation with holy fervor.
An even more complete list
of suggestions is offered by
C. Sumner Wemp in his
book The Guilc to Practical
Pastoing.
The excesses or failures
that have come in past in-
vitations are not sufficient
reason to quit offering them.
Nothing will enrich a church,
enhance a service, or en-
courage the saints more
than to see people respond
to an invitation to receive
Christ.
How I thank God for that
faithful pastor who gave an
invitation that Easter Sun-
day when I was saved. May
God help us to take the
fina.l words of Scripture and
apply them to our every
sermon: "The Spirit and
the bride say, Come. And
let him that heareth say,
Come. And let him that is
athirst come. And
whosoever will, let him
take the water of life freely. ' '
And oh the blessings
that will be yours as next
Sunday they come-when
you give that invitation to
receive Christ.
I Billy Walker is an
evangelist in Southgate,
Michigan.
Churches that
lgnite Revival
Having been a church
watcher for more years
than I care to mention, I
notice that certain con-
gegations seem to have
something unusual that
makes them grow in num-
ber, change lives, and cap-
ture their towns for Cbrist.
These churches solve their
problems, overcome inertia,
introduce new ministries,
preach refreshingly, and
generally excite others
about their church. They
are the "hot ones." As
model churches they influence
many other churches.
A model church develops.
a new ministry, tales a
fresh attitude, or gets re-
sults that no one else is
getting. People begin visiting
the latest "hot one. " They
talk to the pastor, walk
through the Sunday school,
sit in the services, and ex-
pose themselves to tie
flame of God in this church.
They want to capture the
imagination and take home
some of the heat and light
from the latest "church
aflame. "
During the mid 1950s,
First Baptist Church in Dallas,
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Texas, was a hot one.
Dr. W. A. Criswell, in his
mid-forties, was reaching
out to thousands of young
couples pouring into the
suburbs around "Big D."
These couples were at-
tracted to his method of
preaching through the Bible
chapter by chapter. They
met Christ, joined the
church, learned to serve
Jesus Christ, and began
their life in the big ciry.
As they grew older and
prospered financia.lly, their
church also prospered as a
result of thet tithe and ser-
vice. Dr. Criswell is a
patriarch today because he
earned respect as a young
preacher over 40 years ago.
In the sixties many Bap-
tists began going to HigNand
Park Baptist Church, Char
tanooga, Tennessee, to hear
Lee Roberson. His bus min-
istry was outstanding and
many copied his plan of
evangelistic soulwinning by
house-to-house yisitation.
He organized his Sunday
school, using the admin-
istrative skills of a Southern
Baptist. Yet he preached
with the flaming heat of an
independent Baptist. With
the dual skills of Roberson,
Highland Park became one
of the largest Sunday schools
in America.
In the 1970s Jerry Falwell
coined the phrase "Satura-
tion Evangelism, " employed
the electronic church, and
used all techniques to reach
all people at all times. His
Sunday school at Thomas
Road Baptist Church, L}'nch-
burg, Virginia, doubled
from 2,600 to over 5,000 in
one year and eyebrows
arched toward the small
community of 71,000. When
people wondered if alyone
would ever break the
10,000 barrier, Thomas
Road attendance did and
today runs far beyond that.
One of the characteristics
of a "hot" church is the
reviva.l flame that burns
within the congregation.
Just as people come out of
their homes on a cold night
to watch a house bum, peo-
ple come from all over
America to see the flame of
revival sweep through a local
church. Fire watms us all.
Those who study revival
speak about "carriers" of
revival. For example, Falwell
testifies he visited Lee
Roberson at Higl and Park
Baptist Church and gained a
vision of building a sirnilar
church in his hometown.
Carriers go to observe re-
vival, experience the warmth
of God's love, and take
that reviva.l back to their
home, sharing their new
experience. Then reviva.l
breaks out in their home
church. Hence they have
carried the flame and
staded a new fire.
Next month ue will er-
amine hou a "hot one"
loses its flame.
I Elmer Towns
Herb Rice:
Pastor of a
Growing
Church in a
Shrinking
Community
"Why do I do what I
do? Because Jesus loved
me enough to die for me and
that's all the reason I need. I
was a very real heathen, and
Jesus challenges me to be a
very rea.l Christian. "
That is the motivation
behind Herb Rice, pastor of
the Grace Bible Church in
Hollidaysburg, Pennsyl-
vania. His church of 1,250
members grew from a group
of 39 people-the remainder
of a church that split. The
ill will between the two
groups offered Rice his
greatest opportunity: "We
were able to demonstrate
to a very fragmented com-
munity that God's people
do not have to be divided.
Eight years ago there was a
lot of division and dissen-
tion between churches in our
town. We've shown that it's
not necessary, and we can
be one in Christ even though
we have differences. "
Rice graduated from the
Institute of Biblica.l Studies
of Liberty University in
1977. He had been the
owner of a successfr in-
surance agency in Danville,
Virginia, and was saved at
5,000 people in regular at-
tendance at the church.
The church's property
value has increased from
$150,000 to $2 rnillion. Its
various ministries include a
bus ministry, a Liberty
Godparent program, a deaf
ministry, a preschool
center, and specialized
ministries to youth, senior
citizens, ladies, college
students, and prisoners.
But building a successful
church has not been easy.
Rice's community has
shrunk from 80,000 to
50,000 people. The area
has the second highest
unemployment rate in the
country. The economy is
depressed. "Our community
is literally shrin}ing, " says
Rice, "but the church
persecuted is the church
pure. It is historically true
that when finances are hard
to come by, the church is
prosperous. Our church is
doing marvelously. "
The primary challenge
of the ministry is "to make
as many people as much
like Christ in the shortest
possible time, " believes
Rice. "Probably the most
discouraging thing is to
average between 15 and 20
hours a week in Bible study
and watch a people who are
not grorYing accordingly-an
apathetic, or if you will, a
gospel-hardened people. "
But Rice has plenty of
encouragement, The church
averaged 21 souls saved
per month for nearly nine
years. This year the average
has increased to 35 souls per
month. The spirit of the
church continues to be warm
and giving. "Sunday night
after I dismissed the ser-
vice, the majority of the
congregation was still in the
church 45 minutes later, "
says Rice. "The farnilies of
our church and their unity
is the greatest pleasure I
have in the ministry. ' '
I Angela E, Hunt
age 29. Rice was reared in
a non-Christian home and
did not attend church. At
his conversion he realized
his lack of biblical knowledge
and decided to attend the
institute to equip himself to
be a good Sunday school
teacher. He decided to take
every class offered, and
each weekday he traveled
130 miles to attend classes.
He audited a homiletics
class as a favor to students
who needed a certain quota
to keep tie class open, and
God burdened his head for
a preaching ministry. The
first line of the homiletics
textbook was, "lf all else
seems ridiculous to you,
you're probably called to
preach. " Rice realized how
futile the insurance bus-
iness seemed, even though
it was prospering.
Fourteen days after
graduation Rice was pastor
of the Grace Bible Church.
Today he is well on the
way to his goal-to have
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We Asked
David
Nettleton, Sr.
What are five char-
acter traits of a good
pastor? Purity, love,
patience, wisdom, and
friendliness.
Complete this state-
ment: Growing churches
in the eighties
must have a Bible-centered
ministry, with a combina-
tion of textual, expository,
and topical preaching.
What is the most im-
portant advice you
would give young
pastors? "A bishop must
be patient. "
Looking to the
nineties, how do you
see the pastorate chang-
ing? More marriage and
divorce problems. More
false religions. More ex-
pected of a pastor besides
preaching and pastoring.
What are the
toughest problems
you face in the ministry?
Marriage and divorce
problems.
I David Nettleton, Sr.,
is pastor of Parsippany
Baptist Church, Parsippany,
New Jersey.
Church News
Three hundred flfty col-
lege and high school
students spent part of June
and July on the streets of
New York. Tom Mahairas,
pastor of the Manhattan
Bible Church, reports that
Light '86, the first phase
of a five-year program
designed to "get Christian
young people out of the
four walls of the church,"
was a success.
The participants used
preaching, drama, and
music as aids in street
evangelism. One hundred
salvation decisions were
reported one week after
the program ended and the
reports are still coming in.
In upcoming years the
flve-year program will be
known as "F ish '87,"
" S e e d ' 8 8 , "  " B r e a d ' 8 9 , "
and "Salt '90." Its goals
are to get young people
involved-teach them to
Tom lvlahairas, pastor of
Manhattan Bible Church.
"be real with their testi-
mony"-and to mobilize
an evangelism force to
spread the seed of the
gospel, with local church
participation.
For information write:
New York Gospel
Outreach, 401 W. 205th
Street, New York, New
York 10034, or call (212)
567-5526.
In our interview with
Vance Havner (May
1986), he said, "You see,
'Almost Home' applies to
me, too. I'm almost
home. " Three months
later, on August 12, the
85-year-old revivalist went
Vance Havner
home to be with his Lord.
Havner wanted to be
remembered as a "prophet
who spoke for God unto
the people, and revealed
God's truth to the saints. "
He boldly and eloquently
proclaimed God's Word for
over 70 years and authored
over 35 books and writings.
Evangelist Billy Graham
participated in the home-
going celebration for
Dr. Havner on August 14.
October 5 marks the
25th anniversary of the
Paul Anderson Youth
Home in Vidalia, Georgia.
Paul, an Olympic Gold
Paul and Glenda Anderson
with their daughter, Paula.
Medal winner in weightlifr
ing, and his wife, Glenda,
have devoted their lives to
providing a loving Christian
home for hundreds of
homeless and troubled
youth. The Andersons have
a private school on the
grounds, offering in-
dividualized tutoring and
Bible study in addition to
academic training and a
physical fitness program.
Sermon
Outline
Jacob
I . Jacob the Cheater(Gen. 25:29-34;
27:l-29)
Jacob the Chosen(Gen.28:10-22)
Jacob the Contrite(Gen.32:7-22)
II,
III.
Word Study
The name Israel
derives from two Hebrew
terms:. Sardh, to persist,
exert oneself, strive, or
contend, and -DI, God.
Thus it means to strive
with God. Jacob receives
this name after wrestling
all night with "a man"
whom he recognizes as a
theophany only after he is
blessed by Him in tlte mom-
ng (Gen. 32:24-32).
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Lessons from the Sudan
As assistant proj€ct director, St€v€ Cotfey l€d the studsnt leam
members in Sudan lor'11 months.
I recently spent a year
in Sudan ministering to the
physical and spiritual needs
of those left homeless by
the drought. I was struck
by the devotion with which
Muslim people treated their
holy scripture, the Koran.
They placed it in a position
of prominence in the home,
usually on a pedestal. A
Muslim would never thinl
of marking in his Koran, as
we do our Bibles, nor
would he allow any other
object to rest upon it. He
would never question the
authority or the inerrancy
of the Koran.
Muslims believe the
Koran is God's ultimate
communication to man.
When we shared portions
of the Bible, the people
often questioned, "The
Bible? Do not some Chris-
tians believe that the Bible
contains errors and is not
completely infallible? " They
preferred to keep their
trust in the Koran-no
theological "experts" had
ever dared to question its
validity or significance.
Those who claim to be
Christians and do not be-
lieve the Bible is inerrant
are a major obstacle in the
evangelization of Muslims.
The issue of inerrancy goes
much further than its theo-
Iogical signiflcance. It
followed us all the way to
Derudeb, Sudan, and caused
a hhdrance to some when
we presented the message
of the gospel to them.
I Steve Coffey
Jim n:
God eda
Help
"For I say, through the
grace given unto me, to
every man that is among
you, not to think of himself
more highly than he ought
to thinl<; but to think
soberly, according as God
hath dealt to every man the
measure of faith. For as we
have many members in one
body, and all members have
not the same office" (Rom.
12:3-4). Jim Moon,
copastor of Thomas Road
Baptist Church in Lynch-
burg, Virginia, certainly can
attest to the truth of that
Scripture.
What is the role of the
copastor in a multifaceted
ministry as large as TRBC
and the Old-Time Gospel
Hour? "l see my role as
helping Dr. Falwell. I con-
tribute to his success by
taking care of many of the
day-to-day things he would
do if he were not doing
what the Lord has called
him to do outside of Lynch-
burg. As an associate I
have done everything from
carrying blocks and painting
ceilings to preaching and
doing weddings. "
Today Jim Moon handles
pastoral duties of a 21,000-
member church. The peo-
ple of Thomas Road know
he will be there if there's a
death in the family, an ill-
ness, or a family celebra-
tion. "l 'd like to be
remembered as someone
who cared, " Jim shared,
"as a man who tried to be
there when people were
going through diffcult
times. "
Has Moon been fulfilled
as an associate pastor? "l
believe as surely as God
called Jerry Falwell to be
pastor, He called me to be
an associate pastor. In the
ministry today, as diver-
sified as it is, God calls
people to certain areas, and
He equips them to perform
the task He calls them to
do. Look at the diversity of
gifts in Romans 12. My gift
is ministry, or serving. "
What advice would Jim
Moon give to other young
men entering the ministry?
"Learn patience. When you
are dealing with people and
trying to help them solve
their problems in a hurry,
well, some wounds just
don't heal quickly. Leam
your limitations. Trying to
do something you can't
only results in frustration. ' '
I Angela E. Hunt
Calendar
October
3-5-Senior Saints
Weekend
L-Wayne Watson
concert, LU
l6-18-Scaremare
17- 19-Homecoming and
Parents' Weekend,
L U
23-25-Scaremare
28-Dr. Falwell spmks at
Lauon Diue Baptist
Church, Garland,
Texas
3)-Nouember 2
College for a
Weekend, LU
Moo
Call
er
Jim l\,4oon leaches a senior sainls Bible study-
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Looking Back...1985
Flooding Destroys Treasure lsland
Senior Saints Weekend
Senior adults will meet
for fun and fellowship at
the 10th Annual Senior
Saints Weekend, October
3-5, at Thomas Road
Baptist Church in Lynchburg.
Church leaders and anyone
interested in senior citizens
are cordially invited to
attend. The theme for
this year's conference is
"Attaining Spiritual
Excellence. "
Guest Bible teachers
and expositors include
Jerry Falwell, Jim Moon,
Pierre Guillermin, Sumner
Wemp, and Harold
Willminglon.
Norman Hedding, TRBC
senior adult pastor, will
conduct a workshop on
"Starting a Senior Adult
Ministry;" Clinton Browne,
counselor at LU, will teach
how to have spiritual vic-
tory over everyday prob-
Iems; and Jerry Pugh,
OTGH fuancial advisor, will
present flnancial planning
for senior adults. Inspira-
tional music will be provided
by Don Norman, Robbie
Hiner, and Dave
Musselman. Special events
include a tour of the
Jerry Falwell Ministries
and a reception hosted
by Dr. Falwell and the
conlerence speal<ers. A
Christian fair of arts and
crafts woodworking,
ceramics, collectibles,
needlework, afghans,
quilts, rugs, and models-
will be held on Saturday.
Cost per couple is $60,
and cost per person is
$35. This price includes
lunches, banquet, all tours,
activities, bus transporta-
tion, and materials. Group
leaders and their wives
may attend free when
they bring five or more
people. For an information
packet and registration
form, write Senior Citizens
Weekend, Lynchburg,
Virginia 24514, or call
804 -239 -9287, extension
3097.
A Champion
Athlete
Sid Bream, former LU
standout, finished the 1986
major league season near the
top of his team. At the time
of this report, Bream had
hit 14 home runs, drove in
58 runs, and batted .273
for the Pittsburgh Ptates.
Although the Pirates have
suffered a slump this year,
Bream continued to strive
for excellence.
As first baseman, he
proved to be a good inielder,
and "very popular with the
fans, " a Pirates spokesman
said.
Bream was obtained from
the Los Angeles Dodgers last
year. He was happy for the
trade. A native of Carlisle,
Pennsylvania, Bream at-
tended LU before being
drafted into the minor leagues.
He and his wife, Michele,
have one child.Treasure Island, TRBC's
children's camp, literally
disappeared under raging
floodwaters on November 5,
1985, when the river rose 17
feet above flood stage. The
island was also home to two
TRBC families and the LU
football team field house
and practice grounds.
The camp's prayer
chapel was swept to the
end of the island, where it
disassembled. Stmctural
damage occur-red to the
first floors of the large
dwelling, the camper houses,
the athletic building, and a
maintenance building. The
400-foot bridge to the
island collapsed and washed
downstream. Football equip-
ment could be seen hanging
from the trees after the water
receded. Damage was
estimated in the millions.
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Subscribe to
Fundamentali st Journal
and receive this tape
of holidav favorites FREE.
To assure delivery of your silt cards and bonus tapes by Chrisimas. 1!e most receive your order by December 1, 1986.
Piease use the postage-pard card attached with this ad, or write Fundam€ntalist Joumal, 2220 Langhome Road,
Lynchburs, Virsiria 24514. Tapes w l be s€nt upon receipt of paynrent.
b* "''nr,;;;.: ''l'"r,., -
Fundamentalist Journal provides
heartwarming gospel messages and en-
couragement for today's furnily. It's
the perfect gtft for a friend or for
your fumily. A personalized card will
announc€ your gift subscription.
PLUS-for each paid subscription
you'll receive the "Christmas at the
Norman House" tape FREE, as our
special gift to you. As soloist for the
Old-Time Gospel Hour, Don Norman
is known around the world for his
musical inspiration. His family is equally r'r:
talented. TheL musical involvement
includes the Sounds of Liberty, the
LIGHT singers, the Branches, and
other areas of ministry. "Ckistmas at
the Norman House" is a collage of
their musical talent. It features "Silent
Night" by Don and Vanessa Norman;
"O Holy Night" by Don; and other
Christmas favorites sung by the
Norman family. This tape is only
available through this ofrer.
of
TruIh
Paul Cunningham, founder ot Anlr im Faith Rescue l \ ,4ission, has a heartfelt  desire to help those with
special needs.
"W" challenge people
by Michael R. Smith
aul Cunningham is accustomed to
ridicule.
I People still talk about the trme
he ran for President. They remember
him in his butcher shop, a stogie pro-
truding from his mouth, as he quoted the
hoof size of a favored "pony' ' running at
the laurel, Maryland, racetnck. Some
will never forget his routine of a daily
double-shot with beer chaser-or the
day he trusted Christ as Saviour and
became a firebrand evangelist in south
central Pennsvlvania.
People sometimes still snicker at
Cunningham-but they admire the
S4-year-old pastor and his 1S0-member
congregation at Antrim Faith Baptist
Church in Waynesboro. Pennsylvania.
because they help the needy.
"I have no love for preachers," says
Bud I-ong, a Waynesboro resident who
is more comfortable in a tavern than a
church. "But I have some neighbors who
are poor, scruffy, and smell of kerosene.
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When their house burned down, Pastor
Paul took them in. He made them attend
services. That's what it is all about-
helping people in need."
Cunningham's dark eyes never seem
to blink. His movements are deliberate.
His voice has a gravelly roar. A former
gambler, he calculated the odds of
establishing a successful shelter, and
three yearc ago he opened one.
"Because I was a drunk, my head
goes out to people with those prob-
to think about their
situation. Wthout the
I-oril, they are not
lems," Cunningham said one afternoon
in his living room. A relief of praying
hands hung on the wall over the sofa. "l
want to help them. A church should do
that. It should help people."
But Antrim Faith Rescue Missron
helps more than alcoholics. Mark and
Kim Harrison are one of the church's
success tories. They came from Potter
County to southern Franklin County
where Cunningham's shelter is located.
"We heard there was work down here,"
Kim Harrison recalled. "We received a
nice, warm welcoming hand and Mike
has a job." The church put the Harrisons
up in its shelter, a rambling trvo-story
building that was formerly a dry cleanen.
The church purchased it and with $10,000
in donated materials, built the shelter
with a laundry room, shower, and sleep-
ing quarters for about eight people.
Wfiam "Sam" Ruckman, a 36-year-
old teacher at Cunningham's Antrim
Faith Christian School, and his wife,
kslie, and five children live in an apart-
ment overtie mission. They greetguests
changed at all."
who come for lodgng, often offering them
homemade vegetable soup or a leftover
casserole from Bea, Cururingham's wife.
"Some think they are lazy," Pastor
Paul said. "We try to educate them." He
said basic tips like sporting a neat ap-
pearance are suggested to job seekers.
Everyone receives the gospel. Cun-
ningham allows a homeless person to
stay seven days, longer in some cases.
Naturdlly, the person must attend ser-
vices. "We want to help the man's soul,"
he said. But not all are receptive to the
gospel. The mission has about a 25 per-
cent success rate.
Ruckman said, "Many of those who
come here are 'con' men who go from
mission to mission. Some are lazy. Some
really can't work. Many are pitiful. They
just can't live on $200 a month Social
Security."
Ruckman's children wheeled high-
rise bicycles in figure eights on the
blacktop behind the shelter as their
father talked. Two homeless men, both
in their fifties, sat on the porch chatting.
Just out of earshot ofthe men, Ruckman
said he is cautious of some of the
drifters. The man with an explosion of
white hair, for instance, had been ar tne
shelter last year and stole another man's
rncome tax refund check and forged his
name. Others asked to borrow money or
promised presents that never arrive.
Neither of the men on the porch
wanted to talk, burying their heads and
asking to be left alone. "Most are friend-
lier," Ruckman later confded. "This
is definiLely a ministry. II onJy one per-
son receives Christ as Saviour, that's
worth it."
Ruckman predicted that the need for
shelten may increase despite state
unemployment of about 7 percent. He
said federal cutbacks may increase
homelessness.
In Chambersburg, the county seat in
the center of this rural, dairy and peach
area, another shelter recently got under
way. More than 114,000 live in the county,
and during the fruit harvest in fall the
populalion increases as migrants from
the south, with dreams of big money,
take their battered station wagons up In-
terstate 81. Many stay in farms provided
by orchardists. Others make a home in
their cars,
Jimmy Resh, a 72-year-old veteran
operator of eight shelters, with the larg
est in nearby Hagerctori'n, Maryland, has
a heart for homeless men. For 31 years
he has grven people a second chance.
He recen y toured his newest mis-
sion, on Main Street in downtown
"It -1, one percon
receives Christ
as Savioun
that's worth it,"
Chambersburg, seeing possibility where
others see only a decaying brick
storefront. Sandwiched berween adiner
and a music store, the turn-of-the-
century building has a kitchen, apan-
ments, and thrift store fronting on the
side*alk.
Resh pushed a key in the door,
nudged some leaves aside with his toe,
and swung the door to the upshirs
shelter open. His new sign- "Four
States Christian Mission, Inc.' was
overhead. "Somebody has to put a
loving arm around these poor souls,"
Resh said. He also reaches out to
them lhrough a monthly newspaper
and a weekly television devotional
progmm.
Despite the initial uneasiness of the
businesses in the neighborhood, Resh
won the community's confidence.
Thrif t  store manager Bi l l  Shepley (L) and
director Jimmy Resh work hard to provide for
the needy at Four Stales Chris an Mrssion.
Churches donated furniture, clothrng,
and more, much of it to be sold in me
thrift store.
Touring the empty rooms that he
hopes to fill with homeless men by early
summer, Resh said, "It takes up to
$2,500 a day to operate the Four States
Christian Mission in Hagerstown." He
said the work there and in Chambenburg
depends on gifts. He walked through the
high-ceilinged hallways, past white rooms
trimmed in blue, and into a kitchen with
black-and-white tile. lanky Tom Caniford
from the Hagerstown mission swept the
wood floors.
"Dr. Jerry Falwell has come up when-
ever he could and helped us with rznous
missions we've started," Resh said. "He
flew up in his jet and never charged us
a penny. People say, 'Falwell is always
asking for money.' I always say, '[,et me
tell you what he's done for missions.' I
go to bat for him. He's a man of God."
Down lhe sreer hom Resh s mission
is a ministry of the Sahation Army. Each
day, except Sundays, the unemployed and
others have a full-course meal in the
Army's meal program.
Captain Gordon Willis, 55, said 13,000
meals were served last year "in the
name of the l,ord Jesus Christ." Willis
said some accuse the ministry of spawn-
ing the welfare system. He said, "We
challenge people to think about their
situation. Without he l.ord, they are not
changed at all."
He said the fumy provides emer-
gency housing and refuses to allow
unwed couples to sleep together. His
:tore o[[ers inexpensive clor hing-
S0-cent shirts and blouses and two-dollar
overcoats.
Resh said, "I want to work with the
Salvation Army. I don't feel that one
organization can do everything. We will
continue to work with all the churches.
Everyone is welcome."
Not far from the Army, on U.S. 11
near the Pennsyhznia-Maryland border,
is Clover Bloom Farm Market, where
each year Mennonites and others
volunteer time to prepare food for relief.
"lt is possible to give away and
become r icher , "  expla ined Glen
Showalter, a seed salesman who, along
with 70 others, donates his time in the
meat-canrung project.
Ironard Baer. lreasurer of the proj-
ect, which is under the auspices ol the
Meruronite Central Committee, said the
project began in the 1940s to feed
refugees in Europe. The Fnnklin County
effort began in 1974 and last year pro-
duced 18,871 cans of beef for the needy
of AIrica and other countries. "We do it
in the name of Christ," he said.
South central Pennsyh?nia has other
ministries supported by several churches
including Pregnancy Ministries and the
intemational mdio broadcast of "Gospel
Tide Hour"
They work together, Resh says,
simply because there's a need.
I Michael R. Smith is a freelance
writer and news reporter in Fayetteville,
Pennsylvania.
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When you undersl:rnd dhc
reasons for their unique
sound, thc argument for
buying anything cisc
simply falls apart.
control, assures Lhat each
instrument is reflective
of perlect tonality.
It takes time to create
these singular instmments...
time, care and the very
linest in techlrology.
' luring'. uneq ua led b 1,
arry other hantlbelL itt
rhe, uorld... then voiced
inLo matched sets. 'l'his
superb Malmark tuning clean,
pure fundamentals uncluLtered
with extraneous overtones
just plain sounds better!
Our library of filrrs, handbooks,
videotapes, records and step-by-st€p
procedures does not urerely show
how to play, bul how to play uell
In addition, Malmark will be
there to help you organ;c your
choir, to help you finance it with
a proven fund-raising program,
to help you b ng it l,o the
perfection such a "hcavenly"
instrument demands.
Each Malnark insLrument is
made by skilled craftsmen
and backed by a Lifetime
Guarantee on the conrplete
handbell.
l3ut all of this is merely a preface,
just a preamble. 'l'here s only
one wav you caD bcg'ln to
appreciate ali that Nlalmark is,
all it des, all it can mean to you.
Hear a Malmark handbell.
Then you'll know!
DIAL 1{OO-HANDBELL.
( l n  P . \ ,  1  215 -?66 '7200 . )
1i l
\
' \
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/
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/
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by Bernard R. DeRemer
'A*:*nlfr:.li"S:t
Wilson studied language. That was how
Wilson answered when Philip E. Howard
oflhe Sunday School Tirazs "expressed
amazement at the range of his linguistic
explorat.ions, covering some 45 Ianguages
and dia.lects."
Wilson distinguished himself in rne
fleld of Semitic philology and Old Gsta-
ment criticism. This notable scholar's at-
tainments were both broad and deep, and
he devoted it all to the defense of the
Word of God.
During the early days of the Modern-
ist-Fundamentalist controversy he
emerged as an outstanding apologist for
the faith. His writings continue to chal-
lenge and instruct many even today.
Wilson was bom in Indiana, Penn-
syhania, in 1856. He was a very gifted
child, reading by the age of 4 and ready
for college by 14. He did not enter
Princeton, however, until 17, remarking
rather naively that, "l had a good deal
of headaches between my 14th and 20th
years, and then typhoid."
In college young Wilson majored in
larguage, psychology, and mathematics.
In his Bible courses. he conlesses get-
ting "a very low grade of 90, which pulled
down my average."
Asked how he could accomplish such
mastery, Wilson replied, "I used my
spare time. When I went out for a *alk
I would take a grammar with me, and
when I sat down to rest, I would take out
the book, study it a little, and learn rvhat
I could. I made up my mind that I wanted
to read the great classics in the originals,
so I just learned the languages in order
to do that.
"I would read a grammar tlrough,
look up the examples, making notes as
I went along, ard I wouldn't pass by
anythinguntil I could explain it. . . . I got
so interested that I was unconscious of
the labor. . . . So I learned Greek, ktin,
French, Cerman, Hebrew, Italian,
Spanish. Portuguese, Biblical Aramarc,
Robert Dick Wilson
The Simplicity of a True Scholar
Syriac, Arabic, and so on."
In all these crowded years, Wilson
was still not clear as to his life's ca.lling.
At frst he was inclined to elangelism and
enjoyed a year and a hal{ of fruitful
elangelistic ministry. But studies at
Western Theological Seminary caused
him to feel the great need for a "type
of biblical scholarship that was not so
subjective as much of the teaching he
heard, but objective and thorough in deal-
ing with facts that could be known only
by exhaustive research over the whole
range of the ancient languages related to
the Bible."
He could not at that time learn
Babylonian in America, so he wenr rc
Heidelberg, determined to learn every
language that would enable him to bet-
ter understand the Scriptures, and to
make his investigations in original
oocuments.
in their den."
His plan, carefully worked out during
student days in Germany, was to spend
15 years in language study: 15 years in
biblical textual study, in the light of the
findings of his studies in philology; and
then, God willing, 15 years of writing out
his findings, so that he might share them
with others.
A single glimpse of his thoroughness
"startles the superficial and the scholarly
student as well." In order to answer one
sentence of a noted destructive critic,
Wilson "read all the extant ancient
literature of tie period under discussron
rn numerous languages, and collated no
fewer than 100,000 citations from that
literature in order to get at the basic
facts, which when found showed that the
critic was wrong."
According to Henry Coray, Wilson's
A Scientift lrutestigation of the Old Tesm-
rzenl is a classic study. In that important
work Wilson wrote, "I contend that our
text of the Old Testament is correct, that
its meaning is on the whole clear and
trustworthy, and that we can conscien-
tiously and reasonably believe that the
Old Gstament is what it purports to be
and what Christ and the apostles thought
it to be, and what a.ll churches have
always declared it to be-the Word of
God and the infallible rule of faith and
practice."
One of his pamphlets, Is the Higher
Criticism Scholar$? struck a delzstating
blow at the position of the destructive
biblica.l critics, and has been published in
nine different languages.
"His greatest contribution to Chns-
tian scholarship is on the Book of Daniel.
Two volumes contain a compilation of a
dozen treatises on that prophecy,
assembled from former articles printed
in journals and papers. They represent
scholarship at the very highest level."
When Modernism took over
Princeton in 1929, Wilson faced a real
crisis. He was in his 74th year; an
honorable and advantageous retirement
awaited him whenever he desired. He
had a good salary and a comfortable
home, and a circle of friends made dur-
ing nearly 30 years at Princeton. But he
t'Wnr, 
we need
in the church today are
more men who are able
to follow the critics
up to their lair
and slaughter them
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GTORY MINISTRIES csks...
Do you hove o problem
wifh Rock Music in your Church
ond Chrislion School?
Would you like lo know whof lo do
obout lhis problem?
Dave Benoit
Evangelist DAVE BBNOIT (Ben-wah') has undertaken in-depth research into the lyrics of rock music and
the lifestyles of the musicians in order to factually present seminars exposing the truth about the rock music
industry. These evangelistically oriented seminars are entitled "Occultic Tendencies in Rock Music" and
"Violence in Rock Music. "
Are you wondering if this is just o seminor for youfh?
In 1985 over 2500 men, women, teenagers, boys, and girls accepted Jesus Christ as their personal Saviour
and tlousands more rededicated their lves and listening habits to Christ, of which 870 were adults.
Would you like lo know some of the Pqslors ond their
churches which hove hosted or been o porl of oul seminols
in ihe losl 2 yeors?
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MIMSTRIES
P. O. Box 355
Sellersville, PA 18960(215) 257-6505
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Fov. Dan lnman Bov.8od Nh6r
Gr@ Moutah &Dr. E rh€l6ad.
FuXarn, W Toldlo, OH
Do you believe your church is loo smoll lo host one
of our seminors?
Glory Ministries is a frith ministry. We have ministered in churches of 30 people and churches of 3,000. While
we understand the need of many traveling evangelists and musical artists to charge a set fee, we have felt led
not to do that. We want to minister to all churches-small or large-regardless of the amount they are able to
give. Freewill offerings taken at each individual seminar have provided the necessary income for our ministry.
"Recently I had the privilege of seeing a Rock Seminar presented by one of my former students,
Dave Benoit. It was an eye-opener to say the least, exposing tlre destructive effects of Rock Music
on our society. I highly recomrnend this ministry and believe every church and Christian school ought
to see and hear this message."
Dr. Harold L. Willnington
Vice President of Liberty University
& Founder of the International Bible Center
Would you like fo order some of our moledols-
D!. Willrnington
! (1) occr tic Tendencies h Rock Music (Seminar Tape)
tr (2) Violence h Roct Music (Seminar Tape)
tr (3) Dave Beooit Answers YoUI Most Oft€n Asked Questions
tr (4) Dave Bemit "Live on KGO Radio" & Dave Benoit
Open Line (Moody Broadcast Netwo* Tape)
tr (5) My Personal Testimony, by Dave Benoit &
T$,o Types of Ctristians (Sennon Tape)
You may use VISA or Mastercard (circle one)
tr the Pied Piper of Rock Music, by Dennis Corle 96.00 each
! Turmoit n the Toy Box, by Phil Phillips (How toys and
crrtoons afect our young peopl€)
tr Playing witl Fne-@ungeons & Dragpns)
! Theft by Deception-(Contemporary Christian Music)
Gloly Minishies
All 5 trpes
All tapes and books
Total enclosed $-. Postage paid. Sorly we cannot bil,
D Pleaae eend me information on booking the s€minars for our
chtmh and the materisle.
did not hesitate to join with J. Gresham
Machen, Oswald Allis, Cornelius Van Til,
and others, in withdrawing to establish
Westminster Theological Seminary in
Philadelphia, an institution completely
faithful to the Word of God, "though by
foes of truth surrounded."
Shortly before his death in 1930, he
was engaged in an answer to a notable
monograph published at Oxford, which
had recently devoted itself to a
consideration of his views. Wilson was
"greatly beloved as a teacher and friend.
With the simplicity of a true scholar he
was always ready to cast reserve aside
and receive students into his heart."
Wilson once declared, "What we need
in the church today are more men who
are able to follow the critics up to
their lair and slaughter them in their den.
It makes me sad to hear these old
ministers of the gospel and Chrisdans
lament all the time about the attacks
being made here and there upon the
Bible, ard l}ley never do one thing to
train the men to fight their battles for
them. . . .I tell you, the day is at hand
when the church, instead of cowering and
seeming as many so-called Chrishans
do. . . . will demand that anyone who
attacks the Bible will produce the
evidence."
Robert Dick Wilson gave his life to
the strong defense of the faith, inspiring
and helping many others to follow in his
tran.
I Bernard R, DeRemer is a free-
lance writer in West Liberty, Ohio.
Quoted material takenfuom Is the Higher
Criticbn Schola y? and Which Bible?
by Robert Dick Wilson
he attitude of one who believes
that God spake to man through
the prophets to whom He gave a
message for His people is fundamentally
different from that of one who disbeleves
this hundred-times repeated statement
of the Old Testament. A believer n
Theism can accept the statements of the
Old Testament books, especially in the
light of the New, as being what they ap-
pear to be. If any statements of the Old
fbstament are proved to be false, he lays
the blame to a corruption of the text or
to a wrong interpretation of the evidence.
For he is convinced that the Bible con-
tains the revelation of the divine plan for
the redemption of humanity from sin unto
holiness and everlasting life. All that he
warts, or needs, to have established is
that this plan has been handed down to
us in a sufficiently reliable form to ensure
the purpose of the Divine Author. The
reasonable Christian can rejoice and
believe that the Bible has thus been
handed down. The plan is there in the
Old Testament and the New, as clear as
day. The purpose is there. The Jewish
people edsted and exist, according to the
Scripture, as an ever-present evidence
that the plan and the purpose were
of God.
The Christian church in like manner
exists as ar evidence that the gospel of
sahation was really meant for the whole
world. This gospel has met and satisfied
the need and the hope of human nature
for pardon and communion with God, and
it is meeting them today. Millions exult
Shall We Grovel for Beetles
or Pluck Violets?
in their present faith and die at peace and
in hope of a blessed and an everlasting
life. The Bible and the church are the
foundation of this faith and peace and
hope. God has never left Himself without
a witness that He loves manlind ard will
have all men to believe and to come to
a knowledge of the truth. In this faith we
live: in this faith let us die.
Notwithstanding this evident plan and
purpose of a divine redemption which
runs all through the Scriptures, there are
many professedly Christian writers who
treat the Israelitish religion as if it were
a purely natural development. They
diligently pick out every instance of a
superstitious observance, or of a depar-
ture from the law, or of a disobedience
to the divine commands, as if these
represented the true religion of ancient
Israel. They cut up the books and doc-
tor the documents and change the test
and wrest the meaning, to suit the
A
9lod has never left
Himself without a
witness that He loves
mankind and will have all
men to believe and
perverted view of their own fancy. They
seem to think that tlrey know better what
the Scriptures ought to have been than
the prophets and apostles and even the
I-ord Himselfl They tell us when revela-
tions must have been made, and how and
where they must have been given, and
what their contents could have been, as
if they knew more about such matters
than God Himself. Imagine a man's
writing the history of the last I ,800 years
and denying that the New fbstament had
been in existence dunng all that time.
denying that the Christian church with all
its saving doctrines and benevolent in-
stitutions ard beneficent social system
derived from the New Testament had
been active and, in a sense, triumphant
for at least 1,500 years, simply because
he could select thousands of exarnples
of supentitious customs, and hellish
deeds, and impious words, and avowed
agnostics, and heaven-defying atheists,
that have disgraced the pages of history
. l , , r ino th ic t imFl
Let us not grovel for the beefles and
the eadhworms of almost-forgotten faiths
that may perchance be discovered
beneath the stones and sod of the Old
Testament, while the violets and the
lilies-of-the-valley of a sweet and lowly
faith are in bloom on every page and
every oracle revealed within the Word of
God, jubilant with songs of everlasting
joy. The true religion of Israel came down
from God arrayed in the beautiful
garments of righteousness and life. We
caffrot substitute for this heaven-made
apparel a robe of human manufaclure,
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to come to a knowledge
however fine it be.
The Liberty University School of Lifelong When you "attend" Liberty University in the
Learning is designed with the busy person in comfort of your living room, you can study at
mind. You receive university instruction via VHS times that suit your schedule without experi-
videotape-all in the privacy of encing the rigors of uprooting
't.lHJ,"'T$ourdesire', EARI\ A]N 
"ffi#Tl'"ffiT"ffi.,11:to acquire an accreri- 
't'r^ -- r t ^ r I burg, lirginia.
',fi.[ruff:llr,i'-::' AC QREDITED l;:,r'Si!$j1oredrrefp) ed- L t
dit innql trein-$}:Ii,"-,.fl COLLEGE DEGREE [:J},X%tr
ment. or you ,. ,-... -- ,-. istries, Busi-#:*i::i:ni5i'ffi3'j AT HOME ffi.fJ*T'r.xxxily'fi
M.A, degree in Counseling;
Ll BEKIy-? til,1; Yiiil:Bibricar 
Studiesprogram that is tailored tomeet your need.
You see, no other Christian
university has even designed a
program of television education
for those 25 years of age or older
as convenient as Liberty's
School of Lifelong Learning.
L ]  N . .  I  V  E R S  I I . Y
9lrrldUfeknglemng
Lynchburg, VA 24514
For a FREE catalog and
financial aid information call
us today at:
l-8O4-847 -9000, Ext. 14.
they are a "hedge" against
the future. If an economic
crash were to occur, tlose
with part of their savings in
"real money" would possess
items of spendable value to
tide them over the difficult
times. Remember, in such
times of crisis the govem-
ment tries to solve the prob-
lem by printing more paper
money, drastically increas-
ing the rate of inllation. I
saw people in Germany
after World War II paying a
bushel basket fr:.ll of Ger-
man marks for a loaf of
bread. Those with gold
coins profited by inllation.
In either case, whether in
hlperinflation or a complete
fnancial crash, you would
have imrnediate spendable
money.
By laying aside a few coins
each monti, you will gradually
build up an emergency re-
serve to provide for you and
your loved ones should
such a scenario ever occur.
Economic preparation will
help give you peace of
mind. If you choose to buy
silver or gold as part of
your family's savings pro-
gram, do not become
paraloid or overly preoc-
cupied with collecting
material assets. Our trust
is in the living God, not in
silver or gold, and even
economic emergencies do
not change that. God, who
has never failed His cbildren
in the past, will a.lso be the
God of the twenty-first
century.
A reasonable fnancial
program that makes ample
provision for the Christian
family's future includes giv-
ing at least one-tenth to
God; saving one tenth, of
which 5 percent should be
in hard money during the
first decade or so of mar-
riage; contributing some-
thing to the poor (locally or
world relief); and carefu.lly
budgeting the rest while
paying cash for all pur-
chases except a home or
car. This not only represents
solid planning for the
future, but also prevents
financial pre ssure-one of
the major causes of friction
in marriage- from assailing
your home.
I Adapted from Tim
LaHaye's forthcoming
book, The Rau for the 21st
Century, lo be published by
Thomas Nelson in October
of 1987. Copyright 1987 by
Tim LaHaye.
Parents and
Their
Children's
Clubs
When your child joins a
club, you find that in some
ways you have joined, too.
Unfortunately many parents
view a child's group as an
inexpensive way to get
baby-sitting for their child
one afternoon a week. But
yow child's membership in
a group brings you certain
responsibilities.
Weekly rerninders.
The group will probably re-
quire dues, equipment or
supplies, and a special uni-
form. While you may hand
these responsibilities to
your child, it is your duty
to the leadership of the
group to see that your ch.ild
is not a constant offender
in forgetting the basic
Support on special
occasions. Parents should
expect to be called upon
occasionally to supply food,
chaperonage, transporta-
tion, or a house for a
meeting. Parents should
help the child achieve the
group's main goals (such as
selling cookies to make
money for an overnight
trip) and give encourage-
ment when the achieve-
ment is difficult.
Be present when
other parents are pres-
ent. hrents are periodi-
cally expected to attend a
meeting of the group. The
reason is two-fold: to let
you know what your child
is doing and to let your
child know of your interest
in his activities. If work
makes it impossible for
either parent to attend, a
neighbor, relative, or good
friend can tale your place.
Taking leadership
when needed. Do not be
afraid to accept the leader-
ship of a group. Too many
groups disintegrate because
Family
Finances for
an Uncertain
Future-Part 2
bl Tim and Beuefly LaHay
As we said last month,
even though times are good
right now, families still face
an uncertain economic future.
In light of our nation's pres-
ent financial condition (over
a trillion-dollar national debt
and 400 bank closures last
year), a major economic
crash before the tum of the
century is a possibility.
Such an event need not
overtake us unprepared. In
addition to honoring God
witi at least a tithe, giving
generously to tie poor, and
living fruga.lly within a budget,
consider the following prac-
tical suggestions:
Avoid unnecessary
debt. Pay cash whenever
possible, and avoid interest
costs, which are still being
kept artificia.lly high as a
hedge against inflation.
Some people pay for an
item two or three times,
depending on the interest
rate charged for a loan.
Save something each
payday. How you save is
up to you, but many thought-
fi:l people suggest that a
portion of our savings shouJd
be held in hard money like
silver and gold coins. A.l-
though they do not provide
an interest rate of return,
I FundamentalistJoumal
no one is willing to take the
responsibility. When we
have had a child in one of
these groups and seen how
much he has gained from
the companionship and happy
events, we have felt that
our leadership time was
well spent.
lf the job of leadership
comes to you, these ideas
will help you to cope.
. Let children know
right away that while you
are their friend and buddy,
you are in charge and ex-
pecr cooperauon.
. Ilon't take everything
too seriously. This is a
group organized for fun and
education.
. Remember that you are
working with children. Don't
give them assignments be-
yond their abilities and don't
be distressed when they fail.
. Don't forget that it is
involvement, not necessarily
perfect results, that's
important.
. Have paper and pencil
handy. Nothing frustrates a
leader more than forgetful
children. If you want them
to remember something for
seven days, have them write
it down and take it home.
r Preserve your sense
of humor and repeat certain
jokes with the group. If
they had a funny exper
ience two weeks ago, men
tion it again. Stress the
positive and the joyful.
. Finally and most im-
portant, appreciate their ef-
forts and love them for
their youthful spontaneity.
And remember that next
year will be somebody
else's turn to be leader!
I Adapted from Six Weeks
to Betler Parenting by Carll
Waller Kn.reger. Copyright
1980 by the author. Used
by permission of Pelican
Publishing Company, Inc.
Patience!
An unwritten, universal
code makes it impossible
for mothers to take naps.
Something decrees that if
any noise is to be heard
anywhere in the world, it
rvill be heard without fail
during nap time.
Years ago when there
were three preschoolers in
the house, I really looked
forward to nap time. I
would bed two of them
down, and threaten to with-
draw their cookie privileges
if they didn't at least close
their eyes. I would ask that
non-napper to please play
quietly and then I would fall
down on my bed, thanking
the Lord for its softness.
Ever notice how loudly
a screen door slams? When
you're just about asleep,
it's like a clap of thunder.
Invariably the phone would
ring or some other little
non-napper would press the
doorbell. Of course, by
then the youngest would be
awake and nap time would
be over. Naps and I seldom
got it together. That's
when fir.rstration set in.
"Why, Lord, can't I have
just one half hour's sleep?"
There were days when I
really needed that rest.
Perhaps I'd been up all
night with a sick one, or I
was not feeling well.
But you know I have
found the "nap time princi-
ple" applied to other areas
of homemaking and family
life. The day you scrub the
kitchen floor turns out to
be the day of the weekly
milk-spilling celebration. If
the vacuum sweeper has
been under the weather, it
breathes its last on the day
you are expectng company.
For most mothers (and
fathers), "patience" is a
word often breathed as a
prayer in the middle of
some household turmoil. It
is a quality most of us
deeply desire. No doubt
because of that desire and
frequent prayer, daily situa-
tions arise that call for its
practlce.
I have heard many
messages on patience.
Each time I am impressed
that those who are the
most patient have had the
most opportunlty to prac-
tice it. And I firnly believe
mothers have as much, if
not more, opportunty than
anyone else in the world
(with maybe the exception
of schoolteachers) to grow
in patience. "Tribulation
worketh patience, " the
Bible says.
Guess I can't expect to
have endurance when the
really hard times come if I
have not leamed to be patient
about not getting a nap-or
to be calm when the car
breaks down again.
Lesson number 650 on
patience leamed and ac-
cepted, Lord. Thank you.
Lesson number 651 coming
up.
I Gail Denham
Giving
Strength to
the Arnerican
Family
Concerned Americans
can take several steps to
help strengthen the family.
o Provide sound moral
instruction about family life
through churches, schools,
and media. A nationai
survey conducted in 1983
found that Americans con-
sider the absence of a
religious and spiritual foun-
dation to be the primary
threat to family life today.
Consequently, helping
families to develop a whole-
some spiritual life and to
rear children effectively can
do much to preserve tradi-
tional family values.
. Prod and work with
Conservative religious and
political groups to develop
positive approaches to aid
the family. Too often these
groups concentrate on
criticizing I-iberal proposals
rather than promoting pro
B r d r ' 5  '  r r  L ' r c u  u w ' r .
.  \ , I i  ' rL -  1^  q f ranothan
the "mediating stnlctures"
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of educational, business,
and charitable organizations
that could play a iarger role
in helping the family. At
present these forces some
times undermine the tradi-
tional family by conveying
the impression that the role
of rvife and motherhood is
an inferior one.
* Encourage our govern-
ment to be careful not to
devise policies that, while
pursuing laudable goals
(such as easing povertl '),
inadvertently hurt the fam y.
Current welfare policies
have helped to erode the
work ethic by making rzol
u,orktng more attractive
than working.
* Support efforts to
restructure the tax code to
ease the burden on the
family. Pointing out that the
real value of the personal
exemntion has derrc:sed
wait till after the family had
all gone to bed before open-
ing this game and trying it out.
After all, nothing is more
humiliating than a professor
of theology being beaten by
his 10-year-old son in a
game of Bible trivia.
Alas, in spite of all my
precautions, my plan to
smuggle the box into the
house undetected was
sabotaged when my son
grabbed the plain brown
package out of my hand and
opened it before I could stop
him. My worst fears were
realized when he demanded
a contest immediatelyl
However, as things turned
out, we both had great fun.
The game is graded, so
a child does not get the
same questions as an adult.
This encourages total family
parlicipation-and enables the
parent to save face when his
child beats the sox off him!
The onlv drawback for ne
was that it is based on the ,i?r
ing BibLe (now called The
Boo,t),and the wording is not
nearly so familiar as the KJV.
No doubt, if we play this game
much more, this wil l change.
Who won? ll you wil l
$,rite to my son, enclosing
a self-addressed envelope,
I'm sure he rvili be happy
to answer any questions.
(Distributed by Tyndale
House Publishers, 1984,
$32.95. Kids' version
available for $15.95.)
I Daniel R. Mitchell
Giant Steps for Litt le
People by Kenneth N.
Taylor, is an imaginative and
thorough work. For young
children the delightful artwork
helps ignite the spark of
Jearning. My 3-year-old
daughter, the toughest critic
I know, includes this in her
stack of bedtime favorites for
Mommy to read. (Tyndale
House Publishers, 1986,
68 pp., $6.95)
I Deborah Huff
An excerol from
Giant Steps for Little People
b^t Kenneth N. Ta or
A boy glows up,
becomes a man,
And then he gets a wife.
The Bible says that they should
qfrv t^oethar ell fhpir lifc
\ , i . :a  '  6 ' r ' '
Prtt
dr'it;$N**
€
God gives mothers and
fathers to one another to
take care of each other and
to take care of their
children. God knows it is
best for children to have
both a mother and a father;
so he tells parents always
to keep on loving each
other. Sometimes fathers
or mothers don't obey God
and don't love each other
anymore, but that makes
God unhappy. So if you get
married, always love your
husband or wife and not
someone else instead.
two-thirds since 1948,
severa.l political leaders and
organizations have proposed
to double this exemption
from $1,000 to $2,000. This
and other fiscal policies
could help to improve the
financial situation of middle-
class famfies who at pres-
ent are having trouble liv-
ing on one income and buy-
ing homes.
If these five steps would
be carried out, family life in
America would be signifcandy
improved.
I Gary Scott Smith.
Adapted by permission
from Public Policy Educa-
tion Fund's SpeciaL Ref.'01
#3J. The conplete report
may be obtained by rvriting
PPEF, Inc. ,  161 E.  Pine
Street, Crove Cit-v. Penn-
sylvania 16127.
Family
Bookshelf
The Book Game, mfg.
bi' 'fhe Christian Research
Corporation. N,l1' plan rvas
to draw the curtain and
His Blessing in the Cloud
A frightening shadow hid the sun
With menacing design.
I reached out for my Savior's hand,
And He reached out for mine.
The wilderness of sorrow came
Engulfing me with care,
But in i ts deep. my' ter ious depths
An angel touched me there.
A raging storm surrounded me
With currents wild and strong,
But l rom the rempest came his voice.
And from the wind, a song.
A lonely valley loomed ahead;
The way looked dark and grim,
By now I knew this path would lead
Jn some sr r re  wav lo  Htm.
Praise God for shadows, sorrows, storms
Which we don't understand.
He's teaching just how great His love,
How cornforting His hand.
With tenderness He plans our days.
Each step with grace endowed;
He sends His sweetness in the night,
His blessing in the cloud.
I Viola Jacobson Berg
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et Vergil sing the praises of
Augustus, genius celebrate
merit, and flattery extol the
talents of the great. "The short and srm-
ple annals of the poor" engrcss my pen;
and while I record the history of Flor
Silin's virtues, though I speak of a poor
peasant, I shall describe a noble man. I
ask no eloquence to assist me in the
task; modest v/orth rejects the aid of or
nament to set it off.
It is impossible, even at this distant
period, to reflect without horror on the
miseries ol that year known in Lrwer
Volga by the name of the ' 'Famine Year.' '
I remember the summer, whose scorch-
ing heats had dried up all the fields, and
the drought had no relief but from the
tears of the ruined farmer
I remember the cold, comfortless
autumn, and the despairing rustics,
crowding round their empty bams, with
lolded alTns and 50rro$.fu1 countenances,
pondering on their misery, instead of
rejoicing, as usual, at the golden harvest.
I remember the winter whichsucceeded,
and I reflect with agony on the misenes
it brought with it. Whole families left
their homes to become beggars on the
highway.
At night the canopy of heaven served
them as their oniy shelter from the prerc-
ing winds and bitter frost. To describe
these scenes would be to harm the feel-
ings of my readers; therefore, to my tale.
In those days I lived on an estate not far
from Simbirsk; and, though but a child,
I have not forgotten the impression made
on my mind by the general calamity.
In a village adjoirung lived Flor Silin,
a poor, laboring peasant-a man
remarkable for his assiduity and the skill
and judgment with which he cultivated
his lands. He was blessed with abundant
crops; and his means being larger than
his wants, his gnnaries, even at this
time, were full of corn. The dry year
coming on had beggared all the village ex-
cept himself. Here was an opportunity
to grow rich. Mark how Flor Silin acted.
Having called the poorest of his
neighbors about him, he addressed them
in the following manner:
"My friends, you want corn for your
subsistence. God has blessed me with
abundance. Assist in thrashing out a
quantitt and each of you take what he
wants for his family." The peasants were
amazed at this unexampled generosity:
for sordid propensities exist in the village
as well as in the populous city.
The fame of Flor Silin's benevolence
having reached other villages, the lam-
ished inhabilants presented themselves
before him, and begged for corn. This
good creature received tlem as brother:;
and, while his store remained, afforded
all relief. At length, his wife, seeing no
end to the generosity of his noble spirit,
reminded him how necessary it would be
to think of their own wants, and hold his
lavish hand before it was too late. "It is
written in the Scripture," said he,
"'Give, and it shall be given unto you."'
The following year Providence listened
to the prayers of the poor, and the har-
vest was abundant, The peasants who
had been saved from starving by Flor
Silin now gathered around him.
"Behold," said they, "the com you
lent us. You saved our wives and
children. We should have been farnished.
but for you; may God reward you; He
only can; all we have to give is our com
and grateful thanks."
"l want no com at present, my good
neighbon," said he; "my harvest has ex-
ceeded all my expecutions: lor the rest,
thank heaven: I have lreen but an hurrr
ble instrument."
They urged hirn in vain. "No," said
he, "l shall not accept your corn. If you
have supedluities, share them among
your poor neighbors, who, being un-
able to sow their fields last autumn, are
still in want; let us assist them, my
dear friends; the Almighty will bless us
for it."
"Yes," replied the grateful peasants,
"our poor neighbors hall have this corn.
They shall know it is to you that they owe
this timely succor, and join to teach their
children the debt of gratitude due to your
benevolent heart." Silin nised his tear-
ful eyes to heaven. An angel might have
envied him his feelings.
I Adapted from McGuffel's Fifth Eclec-
tic Reader.
Four Angry Prcphets
by HaroW Willmington
hape up or be shipped out! Re-
vilal or ruin, which wor:.ld it be?
Here are the stories of four angry
prophets of God-Amos, Obadiah, Joel,
and Hosea.
Amos. "No, I'm not a prophet! No,
I'm not the son of a prophet! It's true.
I'm just a fruit-picker and flock-tender.
But I'll tell you something. Even though
a lowly layman, I'm far more qua.lified to
speak for God thar are you, a profes-
siona.l priest!"
This little confrontation took place
around 760 B.C. in the Northern
Kingdom city of Bethel. The speaker
was Amos, and his angry listener,
Amaziah, was the faithless priest of
Bethel. Amaziah had started the whole
episode by his efforts to muzzle Amos.
It was like attempting to silence an elec-
trical storm! No other writing prophet so
thundered away at sin, righteousness,
and judgment as did Amos. Before he
finished, Jews, Gentiles, laymen, and
leaders were boldly denounced. Justice
had been spurned. Judgment would fa.ll.
Four terrible visions spoke of this. But
after the fury of the storm abated, the
glory of the lord would appear. Israel
would be redeemed, regathered, and
restored to the land!
Obadiah. Imagine that your city had
been surrounded by a brutal enemy. One
dark night you manage to escape, and
you find yourself out of danger, at least
for a moment. Suddenly out of the
darkness an unknown enemy pounces on
you and drags you back to the city to be
sold into slavery by lour original captorc.
Only in the morning light are you aware
that the heartless bounty hunter is your
owl cousin! This is the story of Obadiah.
TI he earth would quake,
sF,rc would tall,
blood would flow.
and men would ie.
But atter the night,
the glortous light
would come.
The enemy was Asslria; the victims, the
Israelites; and the bounty hunters,
the Edomites. Both Edom and Israel
were related, being descendants of
Jacob.
Joel. Joel had never seen arrything like
it before. The old men had never seen
arrything like it before. The land ofJudah
had never seen anything like it before.
Uncounted millions of frst-moving locusts
with ferocious appetites stripped the
land. Scarcely a green blade of anything
was left. At the prophet's command, a
public meeting was called to allow the
Israel of God to cry out to the God of
Israel. Perhaps heaven would respond,
if not by salvation, at least by explana-
tion. Why was this happening to them?
The divine answer was immediate. The
terrible locust plague occurred to ac-
complish a turofold purpose-punishment
and prophecy. Judah's sin demanded
Jehovah's punishment. But what of the
prophecy? God used the loctst plague as
an illustration to preview the future
calamity when enemy troops would ur-
vade Judah-much like the locusts had
done. The earth would quake, stars
would fa.ll. blood uould flow. and men
would die. But after the grievous night,
the glorious lght would come. God's
spirit would descend upon tle chosen,
and God's Son would rule.
Hosea. Some were sympathetic,
othen displayed indifference, but many
were openly critical. After all, he had
asked for it. What could have possibly
possessed aly sensible man, especially
a man of God as was he, to knowingly
marry a harlot? The whole matter was
simply incredible and inexcusable! None,
of course, could know God Himself had
ordered him to marry her. So, in quiet
obedience, Hosea, the man of God, took
Gomer, the harlot, as his wife. Even
before the birth of their third child the
marriage had deteriorated. Gomer, the
harlot before marriage, soon became an
adulteress after marriage. But wtry wonld
a sovereign God require His prophet to
suffer such an ordeal? Slowly the truth
dawned upon the heartbroken husband.
God desired tlat Hosea understand in
some small measure the agony He was
enduring over the unfritlrfulness of Israel,
His chosen wife! And what of the tlree
children? Their very names would sewe
as a prophetical summary of the total
relationship between Jehoval and Judah.
What terrible names tley bore- "scat-
tered," "unpitied," and "not my
people."
Did Hosea and Gomer eventually
reconcile? We cannot say. God's
goodness might suggest they did. Wil
God and Israel eventually reconcile?
Israel will indeed be cleansed and
restored. "Scattered" will become
"gathered," "unpitied" will be "full of
pity," and "not my people" will become
"my beloved people." I
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DISPENSATIONS: THE FUTURE
OF SOUTH AFRICA AS SOUTH
AFRICANS SEE IT
by Richard John Neuhaus
This book by an American covers the
' 'people of South Afica-black and white
and, as they say, coloured and Indian. It
is about economics and politics and
revolution, to be sure, but chiefly it is
about these people and how they view
their future together-or apart. It is not
the last word on South Africa, but it is
their word" (u). Dis4ensations i  the
product of Neuhaus's interviews of South
Africans during visits from 1yn to 1983.
The ' 'dispensation' ' is the new con-
stitutional order established by popular
vote on November 2, 1983, giving the
Indians and "coloreds" a voice in the
government of South AIrica. Beginning
with an Alrikaner farmer, Neuhaus
surveys the spectrum of South African
opinion on this issue. Is it really the
begrnning of the end, or a not-so-subtle
trick to olacate world opinion and defuse
a potential revolution? South Afncan
opinion varies as much as American and
world opinion! He shows how the
Afrikaner's sense of nationality is tied to
his theology. Afrikaners are deeply com-
mitted to the Dutch Reformed Church
and have developed a theologrcal national-
ism, based on their sense of God's prov-
idential eading.
Neuhaus reports the opinions of the
political establishment, the English-
speaking population, " Liberal" Dutch
Reformed theologians, the banned
Beyers Naude, black leaders Allan
Boesak and Desmond Tutu, university
professor David Bausch, colored and
Indian leaders, black moderates uch as
Zulu Chief Gatscha Buthelezi, and the
Aldcan NaLional Congress posilion.
which Neuhaus admits is dependent
upon the Soviet bloc (p.2n). The list of
interviewees reads like a list of "Who's
Who in South AIrica." That South AIrica
is polarized cannot be doubted. A mid-
dle ground is not the hope of the natron,
despite a "reason for tempered
hope . . . . No lasting dispensation can be
established by splitting the difference
between the white oppression of blacks
and the black oppression of the whites"
(p.293). The present social structure,
witi whites on top and blacks on the bot-
tom, might be changed according to the
model proposed by political scientist
Samuel P Huntington of Harvard, who
recommends a horizontal structure
representing all four racial groups.
Neuhaus closes his book with a sug-
gestion for incorporating the old idea of
the covenant into the new order. At the
Blood Riverlet a new covenant be signed,
and let it include Boesak, Tutu,
Makatinio (ANC), Naude, Buthelezi,
P W Botha, and others of the',zrious
parties, before time runs out.
Although this book is inlormative and
reasonably objective, Neuhaus omits an
important phenomenon in South Africa-
increasing strength among Consenative
Er,angelical Christians who are concerned
with biblical erzngelism and creating a
new social order. One such organization
is the South African ConJerence of
Evangelical I-eaders. The "Chader" of
this group conlains a doctrinal statement
appropriate for Fundamentalists and
Evangelicals. This organization brought
together 150 Elangelical eaders from 40
churches and 35 panchurch organiza-
tions, According to one of their leaders,
David Howard, 45 percent of the
organization is black. Admittedly, the
percentage of blacks is lower than
population proportions and the goup ls
still small. Yet this writer observed on a
recent study trip in South Africa that
significant changes are going on among
Conservative Evangelicals, and
Elangelica.l Charismatics. Huntington rs
right in insisting that horizontal struc-
tures must be created between the
races, but not through mere political
reform, as important as that is, or by
using duplicity. They must come through
the same process that changed the rela-
tionship between Jew and Greek in Paul's
day, the preaching of the gospel of recon-
ciliation. We must proceed from there.
(Eerdmans Publishing House, 1986,
317 pp., $16.95).
I I-ee W. Hahnlen
-
BOOKNOTES
WHEN THE HURT WON'T GO AWAY
by Paul W. Powell
Thousands are feeding on the
spiritual pap of a prosperity gospel. If you
know how to work God to your advan-
{ ' ' o  
\ , * '
An excerpt taom
DISPENSATIONS: THE
FUTURE OF SOUTH AFRICA
AS SOUTH AFRICANS SEE IT
"The traditional Afrikaner was
not interested in politics for its own
sake. He has no use for power or
imperialism. He wants to be left
alone. For centuries he was quite
willing to be left out of the great
matters of world affairs he wanted
to be left out. But in this century he
became convinced that the only way
he could protect his culture and
religion against he English was to
seize political power. The important
value is the culture; political power
became important as a way to pro-
tect the culture. Economics was a
secondary consideration.' ' Sorour
hastens to add that he is not sug-
gesting that the Afrikaner is indif-
ferent to material benefits. "l am
simply saying that, if you get these
factors in the wrong order culture,
politics, ard economics-you are
never going to understand the
Afrikaner and what he is trying to
do here."
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tage you can name it, claim it, and be
healtht wealthy, and wise. "Yes,
brethren, you can have it all if you just
send in your gifts to keep us on the air."
Not only is this a perversion of Scripture,
it reduces God to a mere mechanistic
Daddy who will give us anything we wan,
if we work the correct formula.
hul W. Powell paints a very different
picture of God. This is a portrait of the
inscrutable Lord of Hosts, who knows all
from the beginning, \r'hose ways are not
our ways, and whose ways are past find-
ing out. Powell, who pastors Green
Acres Baptist Church in Tyler, To<as, has
looked at reality and seen that bad tiings
do happen to good people, and that
Cbristians are not immune to trials, suf-
fering, and hardships. Powell draws
mainly from the life of Job to prove that
God is interested in building character in
His people. "God knows that we must
be chiseled by hardships and adversities
if the image ofJesus Christ is to emerge
in us-" Just as a blacksmith heats and
beats a piece of steel in order to put
temper into it, so does God with His
children.
Powell follows the heritage ofJesus,
Job, hul, James, David, and Danielwhen
he proclaims that quality in personality
comes through adversity. He also deals
with ways to help people in their time of
trouble and emotional upset caused by
grief. Mctor Books, 1986, 1,14 pp.,
$4.95)
I Daryl W. Pitts
LOOKING BEYOND
by Jeffrcy A. Watson
Ever since sin entered the world,
man has been confronted with suffering
and death. He has often chosen to ignore
these issues or to explain them aw'ry
with pious platitudes or unbiblical
theological equations. He either blames
God or assigns Him a place of power-
lessness in the afhirs of men. Jeffrey
\4htson has put forth a concise treatrnent
of the subject, dealing with biblical
answers in light of contemporary social
events.
In this wor* llhtson, dean of men and
associate professor at Washington Bible
College and pastoral care advisor at the
Joseph Richey Hospice House, deals
with the low view of human life that
would allow abortion, infanticide,
euthanasia, and the overly distorted view
that would require radical heroic medical
means to gain a few more days of ptlsical
life.
Watson also deals with the issues of
suicide, tle death movement, accidents,
homicide, and the death ofchildren. The
author explores grief and suffering ald
therapeutic u/ays of handling each.
Only a brief discussion of each sub-ject is given, and as such itis agood stat-
ing place for discussions on these topics.
This work should be considered by adult
Sunday school teachen as an adult elec-
tive. For those who do, a leader's guide
with helps and visual aids for teacherc
is ar"ailable from the publisher or
bookstore. (Victor Books, 1986, I32 pp.,
$4.95)
t D.w.P.
SOTIETHING OOD FOR THOSE
WHO FEEL BAD
by louis O. Caldwell
Caldwell, alicensed counselor, seeks
to provide "positive solutions for
negative motions." He addresses the
basic topics most written about in
counseling circles today: depression,
discourzgement, seif-esteem, guilt, fear,
and sufiering. The book is actually a
compilation of individual booklets pub-
lished previously by the author. He
gleans illustrations from his years of ex-
perience and applies them in a warm and
practical marmer. The unique element of
this book is the chapter entitled "Find-
ing Help Through Counseling." Caldvrcll
provides guidance to those who need
counsel but are not sure what to look for
or qxpect. (Baker Book House, 1985,
187 pp., $6.95)
I Michael J. Kachura
ENCOURAGE ONE ANOTHEB
by Glorla Chisholm
Gloria Chisholrn demonstrates the
gift of encouragement by encouraging tle
reader to encourage others. Her book is
full of practical ideas of how we can
minister to co orkers, neighbors, fimily,
friends, and even ourselves thmugh en-
coungement. Her own testimony shows
how important this has been in her life
as she hced serious problems and the
everyday mutine.
Encoufagement is something that
everyone can and should practice more
often, and more importantly, everyone
needs it. Hebrews 10:24 tells us. "And
let us consider one another to provoke
unto love and to good works." Read
Encourage One Another-become
an encoruager. (ltbrd Books, 1986,
149 pp., $9.95)
I Connie Pitts
-
RECORD REVIEW
SCANDALON
by Michael Card
Michael Card has presented the
rccord Scandalon as the second
milestone in his 3-part musical odyssey
focusing on the life of Christ. "The
message of Sczzddaz is not a popular
frressage. Scandtlon is a Greek cnrd for
stumbling stone, and Jesus Christ wasjust tlnt, an offense," says Michael. To
get the full meaning of t}is album, you
will need to sit down and listen to it
uninterrupted. The music is somewhat
contemporary, but the record is saying
something about which Michael Card
feels strongly. It may not be one of your
frrrcrite albums or one that you will listen
to every day, but it gives a message of
Christ. (Sparrow Records, 1986, $8.98)
I Don Norman
*
Norman B. Rohrer, Director
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Sanctuary Movement
The Hidden Agenda in Smuggling Aliens
| | f nat is tne sanctuary movement?
It It It depends on who you ask.
I I According to sanctuary workers,
it's a religious movement to help the
"oppressed of Centra.l America."
According to the U.S. government.
it's a band of "politically motivated
smugglers."
The history of the saactuary move-
ment is quite simple. It began four years
ago with the opening of the nation's first
sanctuary church, Southside Presby-
terian in Tircson, Arizona. Posted on the
building is a Spanish sign that reads,
"This is a sanctuary for the oppressed
of Central America."
The primary goal of the movement,
according to the Chicago ReJigion Task
Force on Central America, which rs
the movement's national coordinator,
is to put pressure on the United States
to stop backing the "right-wing"
governments of El Salvador and
Guatemala.
The movement's strategy is to smug-
gle into the United States illegal aliens
who are willing to go public with their
"stories of persecution under the right-
wing governments," says Michael
McConnel, a spokesman for the task
force. These "horror stories" are sup-
posed to prove so embarrassing to the
United States that the Reagan ad-
ministration will cease supporting the
governments of El Salvador and
Guatemala.
But the movement also has a
"pastoral" goal, and that is to provide
humanitarian needs to homeless
refugees, says McConnel.
Each sanctuary church (there are
now 281) provides each refugee with
medical care, clothing, food, and shelter
before the illegal alien is shifted to a
pri!"te residence to make room for more
Guatemalan youngsters it in a van awaiting departure, with the help of religious activists, to seek sanctuary in Vermont.
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illegals. All these activities, of course, are
illegal. During its fnt two years of work,
the sanctuary movement admitted to t}le
illegality of their acts, probably to draw
media attention to their efforts.
But when the federal government in-
dicted 16 sanctuary workers in January
1985, the movement changed its tune.
Rather than admitting illegal acts, the
movement said it wa s lhe 
-fed.eral gotern-
ment that was acting illegally; and even
if the movement did violate some laws,
they were acting out of religious con-
science, which is protected by the U.S.
Constitution.
According to t}te sanctuary workers,
the federal government has been
violating the Refugee Act of 1980, which
says an alien may qualify for asylum if he
can show a "well-founded fear of
persecution' ' based on race, nationality,
political opinion, religion, or some other
factor.
The sarctuary movement said the
federal government violates the provr-
sions of the Refugee fut every time it
sends a refugee back to the "war-torn"
countries of El Sahador and Guatemala.
The Immigration and Naturalization Ser-
vices .-eturned 3,000 illegal refugees to
El Sahador in 1984 and granted asylum
to slightly more than 300.
The INS, however, says the sanc-
tuary movement is misinterpreting the
Refugee Act. According to INS, a refugee
is granted asylum only if he can provide
evidence that he personally is beng
persecuted. Illegal aliens fleeing El
Sa.hador and Guatemala, the INS says,
are primarily people seeking better
economic fortunes in the United States
or, to a much smaller degree, people
fleeing general violence.
But the sanctuary movement clalms
the Refugee Act covers individua.ls flee-
ing general acts of violence as well. The
INS disagrees and claims that if the act
allows people to migrate to the United
States because they are subject to
general violence, nther than individual
persecution, then one-half of 100 million
people living between the Rio Grande
and Panama would qualily for asylunr, as
well as hundreds of millions of people in
other parts of the world.
"lf the litmus test of the sanctuary
movement were public law, it would
stimulate a huge flood of people into the
United States," sard Duke Austin, a
spokesmar for the INS.
Roger Connor, executive director of
the Federation for American Immigration
Reform, agreed. "We are talking over
the course of years millions of migrznts.
Because every time a civil war erupts
anywhere in the world the sanctuary
movement is saying the people have a
right to come to the United States, and
if they get in we can't send tlem home."
McConnel ot the Chicago Religion
?sk Force agreed that tie ominous pro-jections of the INS and FAIR were ac-
cllrate. But he claims that the solution
is not to reject the refugees, but for the
TI he movement's stntegy
is to smuggle into the
United States illegal
aliens who are willing
to go public with their
"stories ol persecution
under the right-wing
United States to change its foreign
policies and stop supporting govemments
that produce illegal aliens. "The United
States has a responsibfity to change the
conditions in countries that force people
to flee," he said.
But when the matter came to trial
in a U.S. District Court in Tlrcson,
ltrizona, a federal jury said it was the
sanctuary workers, not the federal
government, breaking the immigation
law. (The federal jury convicted eight
sarctuary workers; three were acquit-
ted, tlree pleaded guilty before the trial,
and charges on two were dropped.)
The sanctuary movement made the
further claim that if laws were broken it
had the right to break them since they
were following the religious dictates of
their conscience.
U.S. DistrictJudge Earl Carrol refused
to allow the sanctuary workers to make
this claim in court. But since this has now
become the primary argument of the
movement it is rele nt nonetheless.
According to the movement, pro-
viding sanctuary to outcasts goes back
to the days of the Old Testament when
the Hebrews created cities of refuge for
strangers fl eeing persecution.
\;
i\
I'i
Mexicans wait for the "right moment" to cross the Rio Grande, i egally, compounding the serious
problem the U.S. has with i l legal al iens.
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governments."
The movement argues that sanctuary
can even be found in the religious history
of the United States when, just prior to
the Civil War, religious people-primarily
Quaken-smuggled blacks out of slavery
and into Canada in the so-called
"underground railroad " movement.
Sanctuary was also provided in recent
decades to deserters of the Viet Nam
War. This was the firsl time an American
"sanctuary movement" had distinctively
political motives.
According to the sanctuary move-
ment, prosecution of sanctuary workers
is a violation of the free exercise of
religion.
In a lawsuit the movement filed
against he federal government, the sanc-
tuary workers state, "The religious
sanctuaries are performing the obliga-
tions of persons of faith to stand with the
persecuted and the stranger in their
midst, in accordance with Scripture."
The lawsuit demands that the Reagan
administration be prevented from deport-
ing people back to Guatemala and El
Salvador and to block further prosecu-
tion of sanctuary workers.
To firther back their claim of religious
moti\ation, the movement cites 281
churches that support the movement(though the figure represents less than
one-tenth of a percent of all U.S. churches
and the figure includes meeting houses).
lr rh, orrrent were truly
motivated hyrcligious
concems it would help
all retugees fleeing
from CentralAnerica,
and not just those fleeing
El Salvador and Guatemala.
The movement also cites its cross-
denominational support, which includes
Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Menno-
nites, Baptists, Methodists, Roman
Catholics, Lutherans, Unitarians, Breth-
ren, ard the United Church of Christ.
But there are those who say the
sanctuary movement is not moti\rated by
religious principles, only by political
objectives.
Duke Austin of the INS said that if
the movement were truly motilated by
religious concerns it would help all
refugees fleeing from Central America,
and not just those fleeing El Sa.hador and
Guatemala.
"I'll tell you what their test is," he
said. "The test of the sanctuary move-
ment is they make sure that those in-
dividuals they bring in are very articulate
in speaking out against U.S. policy in
Centra.l America. They hatre never, nzter,
accepted anyone fleeing (Communist-
backed) Nicaragua. And if you're fleeing
Guatemala or El Sahador and you still
speak out in fuvor of tlose governments,
tiey don't want anything to do with you.
So their criteria is, 'What's your political
position?"'
Maria Thomas, administrative dtrec-
tor for the Institute on ReJigion and
Democracy, also said the sanctuary
workers are not part of a religious
movement.
"We have a lot of criticisms with the
sanctuary movement," she said.
"Because they only accept El
Salvadorans and Guatemalans, it is ob-
viously a political rather than a
humanitarian movement. The refugees
are carefully screened to ensure they
speak the right language-that is, you
must be wilhng to go public ard oppose
U.S. policies in Centnl America."
Roman Catholic Bishop Rene
Gracida, of the Corpus Christi Diocese
in Gxas, said in a prepared statement,
"I do not approve of the Sanctuary
Movement . . . . Now I'm opposed to the
Sanctuary Movement because I do not
believe everyone in the Sanctuary Move-
ment is motilated by the Judeo-Christian
tradition of hospitality. I have heard too
many of the leaders of the Sarctuary
Movement speak of the political aspects
of the plight of the refugees as being
almost their exclusive concern."
Roger Connor of FAIR finds other
evidence that, he says, demonstrates the
movement is not motilated out of
religion. "In the promotional brochures
of the Ch.icago Task Force on Religion.
they once wrote that Amnesty Inter-
national testified before a Congres-
sional subcommittee that of the 40,000
Salvadorans deported, 40 percent
were tortured or killed. Now that is an
amazing, shocking figure. So I wrote
Amnesty Intemational to examine their
documentation for that figue. And tiey
wrote back to me saying they never said
it. And they wrote to the Chicago Thsk
Force on Religion asking them to strile
the statement from their brochure and
to mail everyone a letter who has re-
ceived the brochure saying the statement
is not true.
"We11, not only did they not write
anyone a letter-I know because I'm on
the mailing list-but they never removed
the statement from their brochures.
'44rt""1-
Sancluary workers in Tucson, Arizona, were indicted for alleged involvemenl in providing
"sanctuary" to i l legal al iens.
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In fact, all they did was to take a magic
marker and cross off Amnesty Interna-
tional after citing the figure. I find that
the movement is willing to use any
arguments that adr"nce their cause
whetheror not it's true. Now' when Iwas
growing up I was taught to expect
religious leaders to hold themselves to
a higher standard.' '
But on the issue of whether
deportees are tortured or killed, Austin
of the INS said, "The true test of
whether we're doing our job right is
whether or not deportees are being
persecuted if returned.
"Noq where's the evidence that peo-
ple are being persecuted when rehrmed?
I mean if we're failing in this system then
we must be returning people who are
then subsequently persecuted. I submit
to you that there are international agen-
cies, the most notable one being the
Intergovernrnental Committee for Migra-
tion which is from Zurich, Switzerlard,
a voluntary refugee agency that meets
and greets every deportee from the
United States and monitors them sx
months after return.
"Only a couple of months ago they
filed a report that said, 'We have
monitored the last 5,000 returnees from
the United States, and we cannot
establish a single case of aryone being
persecuted.' Never has anyone
documented a case where an individual
has been selected out for persecution
because he was returned from the
United States. There's media all over
down there. And no one has been
able to document anything like it.
So I submit to you we must be doing it
right."
The current status of the sanctuary
movement is complex. On the upside for
the movement, Congress has wide sup-
port for a bill (189 cosponson in the
House and 25 cosponsors in the Senate)
to grant asylum to refugees fleeing El
Salvador and Guatemala until civil strife
subsides.
Almost two dozen cities have
declared themselves "sanctuary cities."
And though this does not mean illegal
refugees are exempt from federal aw in
those cities, it does mean local law en-
forcement officials will not ferret out il-
legal aliens. (New York Mayor Edward
Koch, in fact, sent a memo ordering
city officia.ls to offer city services to il-
legal aliens and to assure them they will
not be reported to immigration officials
"as long as they are leading law-abiding
lives.")
The sanctuary
movement claimed
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that it laws werc brcken
it had the right to break
them since they werc
following the religious
dictates of their
conscence.
Many high-nnking church officials
have voiced support for the sanctuary
movement including Roman Catholic
fuchbishop Roger Mahony, whose Los
Angeles diocese represents tlree million
Catholics.
One to two churches a week are
declaring themselves as sanctuaries.
And the movement is receiving
favorable and bountiful media attention.
But the sanctuary movement has lost
in the federal courts; the movement has
failed to change U.S. policies in Central
America one iota; and few Americans
understand the objectives of the sanc-
ruary movement.
Finally, the sanctuary movement
has created a large obstacle for itself.
During its earlier years, it boldly pro-
claimed that its objectives were
politica.l-that is, they wanted to embar-
rass the Reagan administration by smug-
gling in illega.l aliens who were fleeing
U.S.-supported governments. Even then
it had difficulty creating the public
pressure and understanding necessary to
embarrass the Reagan administration.
Now the movement wants to portrdy
itself as principally humanitarian and
religious. Somehow, without being told,
the American public is expected to
figure out that the sanctuary movement
is a statement against the Reagan
administration.
If the movement had dif6cu.lty getting
its message across before it redirected
its objectives, how does it expect to get
its message across now?
"lt really isn't something we've
thought about," said McConnel of the
Chicago Religion Thsk Force.
I Martin Maryer
L:----"-^'_J
-Gallup Says Nuclear
Thr€at Prompts Search
for Spiritual Meaning
AMSTERDAM, Nether lands
(RNS)-Public opinion pollster George
Ga.llup, Jr., identified two major worldre-
ligious trends and then took off his
pollster's hat to make recommendations,
based on his own faith, to world
evangelists.
"l am a Christian," Gallup told re-
porters here covering the International
Conference for Itinerant Evangelists. "l
believe it is rational to believe thatJesus
Christ is the unique Son of God. "
In an hourJong address, Gallup said
his research indicaies that people around
the world are searching for spiritual
depth and meaningful personal relation-
ships because of loneliness, broken
families, and divorce. He said the inten-
sified search for spiritual moorings is
prompted partly by the threat of nuclear
war and by disenchantment with modem
lifestyles in an "anything-goes" society.
At a press brieflng Gallup said he
usually tries not to express his religious
convictions publicly, because sorne peo-
ple may think his beliefs would bias his
research work.
The researcher said he believes peo-
ple who are honest with themselves will
examine Christianity's credentials ard
pattern their lives on the Bible. "Living
the Christian life is the or y way to live a
meaningirl ife,' ' he said, "because it an-
swers the perernial questions, 'Why am
I here? and 'What is the purpose of my
life? "'
E
Zondervan Sells Two
Subsidiaries to Guideposts
NEW YORK (RNS)-The Zondervan
Corporation, a major Evangelical
publishing company, has sold two book
publishing subsidiaries to Guideposts As-
sociates, publisher of Cuideposts maga-
zine. OnJr:ly 21 the two firms armounced
that they are negotiating details for the
sale of the Fleming H. Revell Company
and Chosen Books to Guideposts.
Revell's backlist of more than 600 titles
includes works by Catherine Marshall,
Eugenia Price. and Helen Steiner Rrce,
while Chosen's authors include Charles
Colson and the late Corrie ten Boom.
-
NEA Endorses
Family-Planning Clinics
in Public Schools
The National Education Association
has endorsed family-planning clinics in
public schools. But the seven delegates
to the NEA convention defeated a oro-
posal to allow the health clinics to offer
birth control as a service.
The NEA hopes the family-planning
clinics will reduce teenage pregnancy,
since the health centers will be easily ac-
cessible to students. But some delegates
criticized the proposal as attacking the
symptoms of teen pregnancy rather than
findins a cure.
Pro-Life demonstralors march to prolest
abo(ion clinics.
-
NOW Seeks Inlunction
Against Pro-lile Activists
The National Organization for Women
is seeking a court order to prohibit pro-
life activists from trying to shut down
abortion clinics.
The lawsuit, filed in Federal District
Court in Wilrnington, Delaware, asks for
a nationwide injunction against organized
efforts to force abortion clinics out of
business.
The lawsuit mirrors the successful ef-
forts by the Southern Poverty Law Cen-
ter of Montgomery, Alabama, which was
granted an injunction in 1982 prohibiting
the Ku Klux Klan from harassing mem-
bers of the Vietnamese Fisherman's As-
sociation of Galveston Bay, Texas. In
fact, the Center filed the current lawsuit
for NOW.
Named in the lawsuit is pro-life activist
Joseph M. Scheidler who authored
"Closed: 99 Way to Stop Abortion "
-
Religious Leaders Strive
to Raise Public Awareness
of Pornography
In a statement opposing certain forms
of pornography, 29 religious leaders aid
child and hard-core pomography is not
protected by the U.S. Constitution
George Gallup, Jr.
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Saying the "evil" of pornography
must be eliminated, the signers were
quick to point out, however, that they
were not  opposed to sof t -core
pomography.
"We wish to make it clear that we
do and will not advocate censorship. Our
understanding of censorship implies ac-
tions being taken against materia.ls which
are protected by the First Amend-
ment, " said the document read by Car-
dinal Joseph Bernardin of Chicago, as he
slood on tie steps o{ St. Patrick s
Cathedral in New York City.
Added Episcopal Bishop William
Frey of Denver, "We're not the shock
troops leading an assault on the First
Amendment or soft-core pornogaphy.
We're not here to protect our vitue, but
to raise public consciousness about the
addictive and corrosive effects of child
and hard-core pornogaphy. "
The religious leaders included per-
sons of Catholic, mainline Evangelical
and Protestant, Jewish, Mormon, and
Orthodox bodies.
W
Chicago City Council
Reiects Homosexual
Rights Ordinance
By a vote of 30-17, the City Council
of  Chicago re jected a proposed
homosexual rights ordinance that would
have barred discrimination in employ-
ment, housing, and civil rights on the
basis of "sexual orientation. "
The measure was defeated after
strong opposition from the Roman Cath-
olic church. Opponents have Iong con-
lended that besides elevaring perversion
to a protected and legitimate lifestyle,
the ordinance would protect child moles-
ters, too, since such acts are also based
on a person's "sexual orientation. "
Mayor Harold Washington supported
the measure, but his active lobbyrng
could not equal the opposition of Cardinal
Joseph Bernardin.
In past years, the "integrated aux-
iliaries' ' of churches had to fi]e Form 990
on such matters as revenues, contribu-
tions, and expenditures. An integrated
auxiliary, according to the IRS, includes
those church functions deemed not ex-
clusively religious-colleges, hospitals,
and the like. Under the new regulatron,
integrated auxiliaries will only have to
fle Fom 990 if they receive less than 50
percent of their income from the church
and do not mainJy sene the public
The main opposition to the former
regulations came from an ad hoc coalition
of various church groups who complained
about TRS intrusion into church affairs
and who objected to IRS efforts to define
the proper role of the church.
fallen from 4.1 million to 3.4 million in
recent years. Twenty-seven percent of
all its magazines are sold on newsstands.
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U.S. Supreme Court
Upholds School's Right
to Discipline Students
The U.S. Supreme Court said schools
may discipLine students for using "lruJgar
and offensive language. " The ruling re-
versed a decision that said officials at
Bethal High in Spanaway, Washington,
could not suspend a student who used
sexual innuendos in a speech to
classmates. ln a 7-2 vote, the court
upheld the three-day suspension saying.
"Surely it is a higt y appropriate func-
tion of public school education to prohibit
lhe use of vulgar and offensive terms in
public discourses. "
Chief Justice Warren Burger, who
wrote the majority opinion, added, "The
determination of what marLner of speech
in the classroom or in school assembly
is inappropriate properly rests with the
school board. " The lawsuit was brought
on behalf of the student by the ACLU.
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Churches Win Dispute
over IRS' Intrusion
into Church Affairs
Churches that take a dim view of fil-
ing government forms won a significant
victory recently when the Inter-nal
Revenue Service changed its reporting
requirements.
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Playboy ls Hurting
PlayDoy President Christie Hefner said
sales are down-by 17 percent-because
thousands of convenience stores and
drugstores have dropped Playboy.
Hefner blamed the drop in sales on the
recent Attorney General's Commissron
on Pornographl . P/ayDoy circulation has
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rby Truman Dollnr
he most optimistic observer
would concede that our nation is
in a moral pit. Our national sins
are almost too painful to caIzlog. Playbol
arLd Hustler magazines being dropped
from drugstore shelves was not the
begrnning of a national revivzl.
I have a considenble burden and re-
sponsibility as a minister. What shall we
do? I feel some kinship with the Old Tes-
tament prophets of God as they surveyed
the problems of Israel and Judah. Shall
we turn to government? Could another
Josiah solve our problems? In recent
years that kind of solution has been dis-
cussed by Fundamentalists more fre-
quently than any other time in this cen-
tury. We need to ana.lyze that option very
carefully.
I favor a concerned and benevolent
government taking positive steps to limit
harms brought on our people. I applaud
the work of the Meese Commission i
exposing the damaging effects of the
$8 billion-a-year pornognphy industry. I
pray that a more Consen?tive Supreme
Court will ban abortions, which number
1.5 million annually. Positive and
enlightened tax policy that encourages
the monogamous family is a wise govern-
ment policy. I encounge our government
to take strong action to eliminate the im-
portation of illegal drugs.
I would vote for government engaging
in these activities. I would personally
support presidential and congressional
candidates who favor such actions. Even
concerned unbelievers recognize the
ralue of good government aggressively
pursuing such goals.
But as a pastor and Christian I also
am a part of another system with dif-
ferent and more powerful solutrons
alailable. We must resist the temptation
to substitute the world's power for the
power God has given to us. In our effort
to inlluence and support a government
that is sympathetic to problems over
which believers agonize, we may un-
A Grcater Goal
Ee power ot the
Resurrcction, the story
of the gospel,
the effect of pnyel
arc all greater than
the power ol law.
consciously substitute civil power for
spiritual power. We do not live in a
theocracy. The American Constitution
allows a pluralistic society. But the
church must remember that to trust the
power of government rather than the
power of God is idolatry
This is not an attack on the positive
steps taken by the new and powerful
religlous right. Believers should be ac-
tively involved in the political process.
This is nther a warning to remain
balanced and to learn from history. It
is a call for clear thinking. Our actions
must be viewed for their effect on the
nation and the church for the next
generation. In view of our current zeal
to influence government, let me give four
simple reminders to keep us on the
right track.
First, whenever the government and
church have embnced each other, the
church has suffered and its power has
been diluted. Constantine did not help
Christianity. He neutralized it. The
church had more power under persecu-
tion than after the wedding of church
and state. The church got swallowed
up by an institution promising to do
it good.
Second, the church has never suc-
cessfully used the power of government
to improve morality. The power of the
Resurrection, the story of the gospel,
the effect of prayer are all greater than
the power of law. Govemment may pro-
tect us, but it cannot improve us morally.
We admit something terrible about our
lack of spiritual power when we rely upon
government for moral reform.
Third, the church must never become
an instrument through which the govern-
ment implements its goals. The church
is too important o God's mission to be
prostituted by the government. The
goals of government will never be as
noble as the goals of Christ for His
church.
And finally, let the church mainlain its
independence, identity, and integrity, so
its inlluence on government can be
spiritua.l. We do not want men running
governrnent without God, but the church
under God must be autonomous from the
world. The world, its system, and its
methods, must not be allowed to dilute
the spiritual power of God's church.
We must not forget that at the begin-
ning of the eighteenth century when
England \aas at its lowest moral ebb, God
brought the Wesley brothers and George
Whitefield on the scene. The Great
Awakening swept the whole nation. It
spread to America and inJluenced the
founding of our country. Reviral is not
out of the question for our generation.
It is a proven biblical solution, and we
must not overlook that possibility.
A nation on its face before God is the
best antidote to our national sins. And
if we fall on our face before God, it will
be when our pulpits are aname with a
message from God, not a quote ftom the
Congressional Record.
I Truman Dollar, pastor of Temple
Baptist Church, Detroit, Michigan, rs a
published author noted for his thought-
provoking and unpredictable insights on
currenl events. He shares his views in
this column each month.
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